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2measures up to the performance of libraries in comparable
schools.
This etudy is being undertaken to attempt to evaluate
the school libraries of seven central and south central high
schools of Indiana using the Evaluative Criteria of the
National Study of Secondary School Evaluation, an instrument
used for accreditation by the North Central Association of
Secondary Schools and Colleges.
PURPOSES OF THIS STUDY
The purposes of this study are three-fold:
1. To organize and summarize the data concerning
library services for the libraries filling out these criteria.
2. To find the strengths nnd weaknesses of these
libraries.
3. To point up areas in 't;"hichimprovement needs to
be made.
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
Some of the limitations of this study are as follows:
1. The data obtained for this study are obtained from
the librarians of the schools invo1vt'!d. A self-check is
admittedly not as objective as one made by an evaluating
3com:nittee. Ho\~ever, it is believed that since librarians
are so interested in improving their libraries and their
services, the data will be useful.
2. 'I'{,'Q factors prevent the using of the evaluations
made at the time these schools were accredited. First, most:
of them have been accredited for so long a time that it
would be difficult to locate the papers. Second, the libraries,
ideas of library service, new and modern buildings, and the
availability of the newer media for learning have brought
about changes in libraries that prevent much value being
obtained from these original evaluations.
3. The non-objective nature of the evaluating device
makes for a subjective evaluation differing each from the
other as each librarian interprets the criteria. Because of
a lack of exactness, tbe use of general qualitative statements
rather than definite requirements, and a lack of suggestions
for applying these statements, it is difficult to understand
the data received and to interpret the results,
DEFINITIONS OF TERt,~
Library service~. This term means more than merely
cataloging and checking out books. ltis used in the Criteria
4to include all aspects of the library and its program, grouped
under the follovling headings: (1) Instructional Haterials
Staff (library and audio-visual), as to numerical adequacy,
professional preparation, status~ responsibilities, and
services; (2) Organization and ~mnagement, including financial
provisions. selection of materials and equipment; (3) ~mterials,
printed and audio-visual; (4) Physical Facilities, furnishings,
quarters, and audio-visual facilities; (5) Special Characteris-
tics of Instructional ~mterials Services; (6) General Evaluation
of Instructional t~~terials Services.
The 1,~brary as an inntructional materials center. The
follouing is an official statement of the American Association
of School Librarians:
The American Association of School Librarians
believes that the school library, in addition to
doing its vital work of individual reading, guidance
and development of the school curriculum, should
serve the school as a center for instructional
materials. Instructional materials include books--
the literature of children, young people, and
adults--other pr.inted materials, films, recordings,
and nemer media developed to aid learning. 1
~~merican Association of School Librarians, Statement
passed by unanimous vote at the busineos meeting of the American
Association of School Librarians, during the American Library
Association Conference at Miami Bauch, June 2.1, 1956. As cited
in Standards for School Librarx Prosrams (American Library'
Association, 1960,)p 11.
5Commendations and recommendations. The commendations
point out the strong points of the library being evaluated by
the use of the number "5", used according to the directions
on page 258 of the Criteria, to indicate that the provisions
or conditions are extensive and are functioning e:~ccllently.
The recommendations are based on the weak points as revealed
by the use of the number "2", meaning the provisions or
conditions are fair. They may be moderately extensive and
functioning poorly or limited in extent but functioning well.
Even stronger recommendations are made by the use of the
number "1", t'7hichmeans that the provisions or conditions
are limited in extent and functioning poorly or are entirely
miosing but needed.
Qualitative and quantitative standards. Quantitative
standards for school libraries specify the number of hours
of library training of the librarian; the size of the staff
and the amount of time each member spends in. the library; the
size of the collection of materials and the kdnds of materials
available; the size of the library quarters and the number of
readers that can be acconunodated at one time; the financial
provisions; routines of organization. Qualitative standards
are concerned with the program offered to the school, quality
6of materials acquired, services performed by the library
staff. atmosphere of the library, relationships \'1ith the
,
teachers and snudent;s , and similar phases-of. library worlt.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The modern concept of a school library is that of a
materials center, the heart of the school. The book collec-
tion, audio-visual materials, magazines and newspapexa , the
facilities for using these materials, trained librarians to
organize these materials and aid the students and teachers
in their use are necessities in the modern school program.
John J. Farley says:
The high school library should be a curriculum
materials center. All of the school's resources for
learning should be there, including audio-visual
materials. It should be a learning and information
center for students and faculty. A school which is
fortunate enough to have a. really professional
librarian and a half-way decent budget can go far in
the improvement of instruction by centralizing all
curriculum materials in the library. Such a school
Ls not only increasing its administrative efficiency
but is making the job of good teaching easier.2
The Educational Executives Overview presents some of
the difficulties in establishment of such a center. Most
2John J. Farley, "The High School Library as a
Curriculum Hateria.ls Center," Clearing House, 34:134-5,
November" 1959.
8administrators accept the idea that the instructional materi-
als center iD an intrinsic part of modern education and would
prefer to integrate this center with the school library. A
major problem in unifying printed and audio-visual materials
is to be found in the difference in the rate of development of
the two areas. The development of audio-visual facilities has
moved ahead much more rapidly than library facilities. For
example, 75 per cent of the e1~mentary schools and 60 per cent
of the high schools of the United States do not have library
facilities. On the other hand, audio-visual facilities have
mushroomed. In 1949, for instance, the audio-visual department
of San Jose State College was housed in an abandoned textbook
closet. By 1957, the space facilities of this department had
increased to 12,000 square feet, (an area 109 times larger
than the textbook closet).
Another factor contributing to the difficulties of
unification is the disparity between the preparation teachers
are receiving in the two areas. Colleges are preparing
teachers in the use of audio-visual materials and many states
demand such instruction for certification. No such support
is given library science. Some schools have in-service classes
for their teachers in audio-visual techniques, but take
l' II
1,1
Itnowledge of the library for granted.
9Libraries have come a long ~'7ayfrom the concept of a
storehouse to the present concept as a materials center and
coordinating agency of the curriculum, but there is not yet
universal acceptance of this concept.3
Because of the great comple~dties of modern life, tho
rapid grm'lth and changes in technology uhich affect every
citizen, single te~:t book teaching is an anachronism. Good
teachers ,11sh to use manybooks and periodicals in their
teaching in an attempt to keep abreact of the tim:.:s. The
many fine audio~visual materials nowavailable for teacher
use and also for individual pupil use make a 'uell-equipped,
~·7ell..suockod, and well ...staffed materials center a necessity.
Henne makes this statement in discussing a good library
program:
Neither the requirements of good teaching nor the
intellectual curiosity and imagination of young people
can be satisfied ~lith a single te}:tbool~or uith sets
of books or 'i]ith limited school library resources. 4
JilThe Instructional Haterials Center," Educational
Executives Overviet'1, 3: 25, July, 1962.
4Frances Henne, "Toti1urdE:ccellence in the School Library
Program," Library Quarterl>:, 30:75-900 January" 1960.
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A good library program is not cheap nor are adequately
trained librarians to be found in abundance. The needs of the
library, and indeed, the services which it could be possible
for a librarian with time for really professional work to give
students and faculties, must be brought to the attention of
administrators and teachers, and perhaps to the librarians
themselves. Alice Fedder, writing about the need for research
in the school library field, presents an important idea v7hen
she \:-1rites:
In this day of challenge to education as a whole,
any steps l'1hichcan be taken to improve the effective-
ness of the school library '-lil1help to insure better
understanding of that part of the educational system
and to bring better support financially and philosophically.5
Evaluation is an important step in. trying to improve
library services. In 1942, Arthur Clevenger and other~ ~de
a general survey of high school libraries for the North Central
Associ?tion of Secondary Schools and Colleges. He stated that,
"Actual knowLedge of the existing situation •••is essential to
the intelligent development of standards of excellence."
SAlice Fedder, "Research in the School Library Field,"
Library Trends, 1:386-401, January, 1953.
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The committee found that
t-Yidevariations in the amounts spent for books
under the various library classifications would seem
to indicate that teachers in certain fields such as
English and social studies are making more Emtensive
use of the high school library than are teachers in
some of the other £ie1ds.6
Research in the school library field seems to be
rather limited. There may be two reasons for this fact.
First, many library schools have dropped the thesis as a
requirement for the master's degree. Second, as Alice
Lehrer says:
The school library as a social and educational
institution has reached national l·ecognition in very
recent years. There is no uniform pattern of adminis-
tration, service, training or progress. So much time
and energy have been devoted to devising and fitting
school library service to meet child needs that little
effort has been available to carryon research.7
Many attempts have been made to evaluate the library,
both quantitatively and qualitatively. While the emphasis
is upon qualitative exce'l Lence at the present time, the
UArthur Clevenger, et aI, "High School Libraries
and Library Service," The North Central Association Quartorlx,
17:202-21, July, .1942
7A1ice Lehrer, "Current Trends in School Libraries,"
Library Trends, 1:259 ..l~44, January, 1953.
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quantitative standards formerly insisted upon must not be
neglected. Certainly, no great degree of excellence of
service can be given if such standards are not adhered to.
Hot-lovert the best trained librarians t the best collection of
ID:!teria,ls, sufficient budget to procure all materials desired
will avail but little if books and other materials are not
used and the librarian is heedless of her educational respon-
cibilities. Dr. Frances Henne, Associate Professor of Library
Science at Columbia University. speaks of the "educational
functional:i.sm" of the library, a characteristic t>lhichshe
believes to be of great importance. Dr. Henne has this to
say about measurement:
The evaluation of school libraries represents today
a procedure quite different from that of other periods.
Formerly, interest centered in the materials aspects
of the library. and the library holdings, budget~ and
similar elements ~1ere compared 't~ithexisting norms. or
the emphasis 'VU1S placed on the achievements of students
as reflected in their scor~s on tests dealing 't-1ith
libra~ skills; today, although these areas remain
significant, the concentration of interest bas changed
to the measurement of the educational functionalism
of the libra17 in ~qhich the participation of the libraryin the persona.l development of the individual pupil
assumes primary importancc.8
- 8Frances Henne. "The Evaluation of School Libraries."
The Library in General Education. National Society for the
Study of Education. Forty-second Yearbook, Part II (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1943) Pp.333-349.
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For several years the most common method of evaluating
library service '1as that of measuring the library against
various standar.ds of the various regional accrediting associ-
ations. A gro'tlingdissatisfaction nith the rigid quantitative
standards brought about an investigation of the problems by
representatives of the six regional associations which became
knonn as the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards,
a group now kno~n as the National Study of Secondary School
Evaluation. Fells reports the methods which were developed
and used by the Cooperative Study to measure the adequacy of
the more important part of a library's resources, the book
collection. Four criteria were used to rate the collections
j~ bl0 hundred cooperating schools. These were the number of
volumes, a balanced distribution, the appropriateness for
secondary $choo1 purposes, and recency of publication.
The number of volumes varied from 125 to 19,750 with
a median of 1,825. This was not to be taken as a standard but
merely indicated what; the situation was, not \'7hat it shoul.d
have been. The Cooperative Study adopted the general principle
that while absolute standards should be developed in most
aspects of the worlt of a school, the best availa.ble basis for
comparison is not a fiJ~ed standard but the practices in other
comparable schools.
14
Wide variations in the distribution of books in the
various classification 'I;'7erefound in these schools. Two
schools had ouch ,gell-ba1anced collections that in each case
the average deviations from their own averages '!i-lareonly t,\10
points. At the other end of the scale was a school 'Vlitha
deviation of eleven points in natural science, and fifty-nine
points in useful arts, and an average deviation of o~enty-ninc
points.
To measure the appropriateness of the library holdings
the librarians "vera asked to check the number of titles they
had in each classification listed in Wilson's Standard Cata10~
for nigh School Libraries. Only ninety-four of the ~10
hundred schools replied on this item. They ranged from 1 per
cent to 75 per cent of their titles in the Standard Cata10s .•
Because it would have been an almost impossible task
to find the copyright dates of all the books in each library,
the schools were asked to check the books in the t,~o c1a801£1 ...
cations in ..~hich recency is of the greatest importance, the
300 IS: social sciences, and 500' s: pure science. The books to
be reported on were all to have been published during the
previous ten years. One hundred fifty-seven libraries did
this. The range toms as great as possible ",ith one library
15
reporting no books to another library having all its books
in these classifications published during this period.
The Cooperative Study weighted these quantitative
m2asures so that the total for all four criteria amounted to
29 per cent. The remaining 71 per cent of the final evaluation
was distributed among various measures of the use actually
made of the library, the training and services rendered by
.the librarian, and other factors l;~hichmeasure the effective ...
ness t'lithtghich resources are actually administered. The
Cooperative Study therefore rated resources at about one-third,
and the way in 't~hichthey function a little more than two-thirds
of the total evaluation.9
In final form the v70rk of the Cooperative Study \-las
published as the Evaluative Criteria, which tried to judge
the worth of a school in terms of the achievement of its
objectives by general qualitative statements rather than
specific requirements for the library. Hayes reports that
the lack of eJtactness of these standards makes them difficult
9 Walter Crosby Fells, '~easurement of the Adequacy of
a Secondary School Library," Bulletin 9f the American Librar;y
Association. 32:157-63, March, 1938
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to fo11.m:l, but permits their application to all types of libraries.
'fheymust be applied by persons familiar ~'1itheffective library
services and equipment. The lack of suggestions for the method
of applying them or for tbe type of evidence required to rate
the libr~ry makes them hard to interpret by even the skilled
librarian. I-lanyefforts have been made to improve the Criteria
Iand sevexal, revil3ionshave been made .10 The latest revision
',.'
/combines auddo ..visual services 't>1ithlibrary services under the
title Instructional }~terials Services •..
Harrell believes that the school library situation is
improving. She says that the long-range plans for quality
education "lhichbegan in the middle fifties are beginning to
show results. The realization of the urgent need for improve-
ment, and Im,0~11edgethat success of the improved curriculum
depends upon adequate library services. brought a revision of
its Standards for.t~e School Library Program in 1960 by the
American Library Association. Librarians are becoming aware
of their opportunities and responsibilities in furthering the
new curriculum.l1
r01.rargaret Uayes. tlEvaluating School Library Services, f1
~ibrary Trends, 1:372, January, 1953.
11 Ruth Harrell, tITheSchool Library Raises Its Sights
for the Space Age~n Illinois Libr~ries, 43:343-349. May. 1961.
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A previous revision of standards for school libraries
by the American Library Association had been made in 1945.
The increasing flood of printed materials, the gro'V7ingconcern
for an interest in the use of models, charts) objects, films)
filmstrips, slides, and other audio-visual materials necessary
for modern teaching sparked interest in a new revision. The
American Association of School Librarians, a div:i.sionof the
American Library Associa.tion, t'1iththe cooperation of 1:'('1On1:y
professional and lay organizations and mnny practicing
librarians and experts in the field. prepared and published
a nel'1 handbook to provide a guide to the handling of this
tor~ent of instructional materials. Many libraries may
already be meeting or el:ceeding the ne't-1standards, but for
many. they present goals to be striven for over a period of
years.
These Standards suggest that for senior high schools
~lhere enrollment is from 299 to 900, a book collection of
6,000 to 10,000 volumes be maintained. They alsoouggest for
schools of this size 120 ~3gazines, at least five additional
magazines in librarianship and instructional materials, from
three t:~ six newspapers, numerous pamphlets to meet the needs
of the curriculum, purchase of frequently used films, filmstrips
apd recordings, from 200~1,OOO books for use of the faculty and
18
paxentis, tvu:mty-five to fifty professional magazdnes t as 't!1ell
as other professional resources as needed, and such supplementary
printed materials used in the classrooms as textbooks and
dictionaries.
The library itself should be centrally located 't~ith
respect to the academic classrooms, should seat 10 per cent
of the school enrollment 'Vlith supplementary reading rooms if
needed so that no more than 80 to 100 students are seated in
one room, should be large enough to house and make easily
ava.llable the materials it contains> should have adequate
space for reading, vie'tving,listening, for equipment storage,
work areas, and administrative offices as needed. It should
be flexible. This characteristic can be obtained by minimum
use of load-bearing tlalls, modular planning, mobile equipment
and portable f.urniture, and use of separate levelo and areas
so that each can become an extension of the other.
The size of staff recommended is far in excess of ~·,hat
is found in many schools at this time. It is conservative,
however , from the vio"twoint of freeing the Librarian for com ...
pletely professional services. For the first 900 students
en.rolled it is recommended that one librarian be available for
every 300 students or major fraction thereof,. provided that
19
the head librarian is in no 't'layresponsible for audio-visual
mater5_als. If he is partly responsible for such materials the
number of librarians should be increased by 25 per cent; by
50 per cent if he is fully responsible for these matrorLaLs ,
A half-time clerk should be employed if the enrollment is 200
or mozo , For 600 students or major fraction, a ful1-tim~
clerk should be employed if the librarian is not responsible
for auc1io-visuHl materials. If such materials are handled
in the library the number of clerks should be increased in
the same ratio and under the same conditions as the librarians.
If the library has a collection 1>1hichmeets the recom-
mended atandaxds for materials, a school 't'1ithan enrollment
of 250 students or more should spend annually $4 to $6 per
student for books 't'lithan additional sum to be spent for
encyclopedias to be replaced each five years, unabridged
dictionaries, magazines, pamphlets, newspapera, and supplies
needed to acquire, catalog, and circulate these materials.
The annual budget for audio-visual materials, not including
equipment, should be an absolute minimum of 1 per cent of the
total instructional cost per pupil. If the school does not
meet the standards for quantity of materia.ls, the annual
e.xpenditure should be correspondingly larger until the
20
standard is reached.
The Libral.-YDevelopment Project 'mlS established by
the American Association of School Librarians to assist the
states in implementing the 1960 standards. ~mry Frances
Kennon is the director of t:he project. She has cOi.'l.ferred
with representatives from. the fifty states and the District
of Columbia, has corresponded with school library leaders in
each of the fifty statesJ and has visited many states. She
has recognized several trends that seem to her to be signifi-
cant. First, the focus is on a program of services. Second,
she observes cooperative action or team-approach to school
library development. Third, the emphasis is on long-range
planning. Fourth, there seems to be action on five fronts:
program planning, budget, personnel, materials, quarters and
equipment. There is recognition of the fact that the school
librarian is first and foremost a teacher and a member of the
teaching team. This means giving priority to services to
pupils and teachers, rather than to organization and operation.
Much improvement is needed. Almost ~~o ...thirds of the elementary
12 Standards ~9r School Library Programs. (Chicago:
American Library AssOCiation, 1960.) 123 P .
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schools of this country have 110 central libraries and many
high schools have an inadequate number of librarians, inade-
quate materials, and qua.rters. She points out that to have
more effective libraries, budgets must be improved, personnel
must be used more '\'1ioe1y,additional staff members must be
secured as rapidly as possible, teachers must be prepared to
use facilities more effectively, adequate quarters must be
provided, quarters should be used for purposes for '\'7hichschool
libraries are intended, facil:i.tiesshould be made available to
every pupil and every teacher, and, perhaps most important, a
good program should be planned. She urges all schoolb to begin
a long-range plan for library improvement and carry through as
rapidly as possible.13
Dr. Henne finds that the great increase in the student
population in the last few years makes a greater demand for
provision for individual differences that: mdst in reading,
learning, and personal development. A 't'1idc range of materials
are needed because of the increase in knowl.edge and e:"'''Pcricncc
too extensive to"be covered in the scope of classroom teaching.
The library must be more than a collection of materials for
13 Hary Frances Kennon "Trcnds in School Library
Development," Illinois Libraries, 1~4:269, April, 1962.
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the curriculum. It must be a source for special interests,
hobbies, 1aisure time pursuits; it must stil;:,ulateand foster
ideas, knowl.edge and aesthetic experiences. It must contain.
material of all t:ypest imaginary and factual, and all forms
that pertain to the many interests of youth.
Hith relatively £01;'1 e~~ceptiono, the school libraries
of this country consist of one--librarian libraries, a
prevailing condition that affects almost any problem in the
school library field that can be mentioned. A complete
library program cannot be implemented without sufficient
staff, and the absence of any proof of this has oJ:erted
influence on the attitudes of many school administrators
about the needs and services of school libraries. Develop-
ment of national professional strength has been impaired
because one librarian cannot get avwy to meetings and suffers
frOt:~not having the many benefits that accrue from mutual
discussions of problems and practices in the field. Other
analysis would also support the need for more professional
and clerical help than is now commonly found in school
librarj.es. Records of ';'1hatthe library cannot do to meet
needs and requests of students and teachers, because of
lack of time due to understaffing, should be made and
23
presented to administrators.l4
Much has been t1ritten about the professional training
necessary for the school librarian. Morton (mplains that
preparation for school librarianship has had a rather short:
hiDtory, as indeed have school libraries themselves. Through ...
out the twenties and thirties the library schools prossed for
professionally trained personnel to staff school libraries,
'~lhiloadministrators turned more and more to the teacher
training institutions for people to staff their school
libraries, both because of a shortage of librarians and
because they insisted upon having librarians with the prepar-
ation in education that library schools could not supply.
These conditions contributed to the emergence of the school
librarian trained in both areas.lS
In all states except Idaho, '\'~ithno information
available for Alaska, at least a baccalaureate degree is
14 Frances Henne, "Tm'mrd Excellence in the School Library
Program," Library guarterly,30:7S ...90. January, 1960.
15 Florrinell F. Horton, "Trairling for School Libr.nrian-
ship, n L~brar:2'Trends~ 1: 357, January, .1953.
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required for certification as a school librarian. All states
require professional preparation in education as well. Indiana
requires a minimum of eighteen hours of education and eighteen
hours of library science.16 The present standards for a First
Class Commissioned school require a librarian with ttJenty-
four semester hours in library science. (An e}~lanation of
Commissioning may be found in Appendb~ B.) Students who arc
being prepared at the present time may qualify for a provisional
school librarian certificate with a baccalaureate degree, a
comprehensive teaching area, and eighteen semester hours of
library science. The first-grade certificate requires five
years of successful experience as a school librarian, or a
teacher-librarian, and a degree in library science f~:om a
school. accredit(;.;dby the American Library Association, or a
master's degree with ten semester hours of library science
in addition to the eighteen hours required for the provisional
certificate.17 These requirements have now been r:evised so
that in 1963 a candidate for school librarian may have a minor
16 Nary Helen Behar, Cert:i.ficationof School Librariann
(Hashington: U.S•Department of Health, Education and lvelfare,
1958,) p.72.
17 School Librarian Certificate (Indianapolis: Department
of Public Instruction, 1960) (Himeographed) p.l.
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in library science with thirty hours; or a major with forty
hours.lS
The situation in Indiana in regard to hours of prepara-
tion of the librarian, the time allotted her to spend in the
library, and the amount spent annually per pupil is revealed
in a study made by Georgia Cole, Director of School Libraries
and Teaching Materials in the Indiana Department of Public
Instruction, using information taken from the annual library
reports for 1957-58. The findings are compared with those
from similar studies made by Margaret Rufsvold in 1947-48
and Carolyn t-1hitenaclr.:in 1953-54.
The Commission on General Education makes reconmcnda-
tions regarding the amount of time the librarian is to spend
in library work and the amount of expenditure per pupil
annually. A school enrollment of 100 or fewer should have a
teacher-librarian giving one-third of her time to library
service; an enrollment of 101-300 requires a half-time librarian;
an enrollment of 301-700 must have a full-time librarian and
18 ~nual ?f TeacherEduc~tion Programs Aperoved as
Guides for Certif1cation and Accreditation (Indianapolis:
Department of Public Instruction, 1962) (l-timeographed)p ,37.
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a pnrt~time clerk; an enrollment of 701~lOOO requires both a
full-time librarian and a full-time clerk. The expendf.tures
per pupil are set in relation to the commission. A Special
First Class Commissioned school should spend $2.50 per pupil;
a First Class Commissioned school should spend $2.00 per pupil;
a Continuous Commissioned school should spend $1.50 per pupil.
Tho minimum annual m:penditure is $150 for a Continuous
Comm:tssioned school, $200 for a First Class Commissioned school,
and $500 for a Special First Class Commissioned school. These
expenditures are to be made for books and other printed materials
and audio-visual materials.
In 19L~7...l~8, 41 per cent of the schools had people
serving in the library who had no preparation in library
science; in 1953-54, this number had decreased to 29 per cent;
unfortunately, 1.n1957-58 this number increased to 32.4 per
cent. Fewer than ten per cent in each year had librarians
~'lithfrom one to fifteen hours of training. In 1947"'48,
there "lere 20 per cent of the schools ~lith librarians 't'7ith
si:~teen to t~1enty...three hours of training; in 1953"'54, there
~lere 23 per cent; in 1957-58, there were 20.9 per cont , In
1947-48, there '-lere 22 per cent of the schools ,·11th1ibrar:.tans
uith twenty-four or more hours of training; in 1953-54, the
percentage increased to 34 per cent; in 1957-58 the increase
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was slightly more: 35.8 per cent. Of the 750 schools in the
stcte at the time, 641 of them reported and less half of them,
ti·q·.3 per cent. met the standards for training of ccboot
librarians. Of the 582 schools with First Class and Continuouo
Commissions, 47 per cent met regulations regarding training
and 53 per cent failed to meet them.
In 1957-58, 502 of these libraries did not moct the
standards for time spent in the library; 139 of them did.19
Something more is necessary than a '\le11-trained
librarian with adequate time to spend in the library and a
~]el.l..balanced, well ...cataloged. large collection of tn.-aterialo.
A ,"7calthof materials 't-7illbe useless unless the students and
teachers make use of it. It is not "educationally alive unlesD
IIit is uscd.20
Redfield and Hedges report on the use of school libraries
19 Georgia Rankin Cole, "Hon Good Are Indiana's Secondary
Librarian?" Library Occurrent, 19:296, September, 1959.
20 Leon Carnovsky, "Areas for Further Investigation,"
The Library in General Education. National Society for tho
Study of Education. Forty-second Yearbook, Pact; II (Chicago:
The Univorsityof Chicago Press, 1943) P.335.
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as seem by the science teachers in white high schools of
Virginia. It was found that only 46 per cent of the teachers
had been consulted in the selection of materials for the
library, 46 per cent never gave assignments calling for use
of library materials, and 35 per cent could not name a single
periodical or book available in their libraries. Only 11 per
cent of the schools had received the traveling science library
from the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
and only 46 per cent of the librarians were aware of its
existence. 21
Another study carried out by the Research Division of
the National Education Association in 1958 bears out the
results reported by Clevenger. Questionnaires were sent to
five thousand teachers in city high schools attempting to
measure the attitudes of the teachers toward the library and
to analyze the uses they made of it. Only 1 per cent of the
schools was without a central library and 8 per cent had no
full-time trained librarian. In thirty per cent of the schools
the library was used as a study hall at least part of the time.
21 Redfield, David D. and William D. Hedges, "Is
Secondary Science Adequate?" Peabody Journal of Education,
38:35-43, July, 1960.
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and in some it "1,aS so used all of the time. Of the English
toachers, 96 per cent felt that the library was very important
in their subject field. Ninety-three per cent of the social
studies teachers were convinced of its importance to their
field. Teachers in other fields thought the library important
to them as follm'ls: science, 77 per cent; art, 63 per ccnt ;
foreign language, 59 per cent; household arts, 58 per cent;
music, 54 per cent; industrial arts, 45 per cent; physical
education and health, 43 per cent. Mathematics and business
cducatuon teuchers ~"ere almost unanimous in believing that
the library was of limited value to them. Available library
materials t-7ererated exce'LLene or good by 60 per cent of the
teachers. Those who 'V1eremost at'lareof the importance of the
library t-1crealso most satisfied ~lith the materials provided
by their libraries. The English, social studies, and science
teachers were the major users of the library and recommended
for purchase the greatest number of books. Two out of three
teachers reported that the librarian was well-informed 'Vlith
"lhat v1aS going on in ckasues , One in five did not know hO~'7
t.,el1...inforrned the librarian ~~as, apparently indicating a lack
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of communication b(~tl~eenthe faculty and the librarians. 22
A study of library services in Oregon high schools ~7nS
made by Eleanor L. Ah1er.o in 1957. Data t7ere secured from the
evaluations made by the evaluating committees of the accrediting
agency. There was II great deal of difference in the 'way the
committees reported. Some reported specifically and in detail
and were av1are of commendable and uncommendable practices.
Others reported superficially and showed little kno't<11edgeof
the ph:i.losopbyof the modern school library, as shown in
natnonal, standards. Some stressed quality and some quantity.
Part of this unsatisfactory result was due, it ~7as felt, to
tho evaluating device ~1hich ,.·;rasa major limitation.
vfililesome of the schools received many commendations
and recommendations, some received very few of either. A
third of the libraries was commended for organization and
management; 55 per cent for fine relationships between the
library staff and the students and faculty; 40 per cent for
22,'rho Sec0n:.dary-School Teacher and Library Services.
Research Monograph.' National Education'Association~ 1958.
as cited by Evelyn S. Bianchi, itAStudy of the Secondary ...
School Library and the Classroom Teacher, n Bu1.~.etinof the
National Association of Secondarx School Principals~ 43:123-9,
November', 1959.' I
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their fine book colkections; 31 per. cent for the attractive ...
nesa of their 1ibrt~ries• The largest number of recommendations
conCC1Lleclbettering the book collections; 60 per cent for
larger physical facilities, especially additional work and
storage space; 35 per cent for a central catalog for all
lnaterials in the school; 26 per cent for more systematic
't7eedingof their collections; 30 per cent for paid clerical
assistance; 27 per cent for planned instruction for library
assistants and more effective instruction in library usage
for the entire student body. Many members of the various
committees suggested more clerical help for the librarian to
free her for more professional duties, district library
coordinators, centralization of cataloging, ordering, and
processing of materials, for improving library use and
relationships with teachers and students, and for elimination
of the library study hall.23
A study of the audio~visual materials and services in
23 Eleanor E. Ahlers. A Study of Library Services in
Fiftz-fourOregon High Schools-Which Have Utilized .the
Evaluative Criteria of the Coo erative·Stud of Secondar ...
School Standards. Unpublished Master s Thesiu~ University
of 'Hatth1ngton, Seattle, 1957, 57p.
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Indiana school libraries l-laS made in 1957 at Indiana University
by Anna Mirna Guill. In the annual school library reports of
797 schools for the year of 1954..55, it ~7aS found that 306
school libraries contained some audio-visual aids and offered
services in this area. Films "t'lereowned by 48 school libraries,
'filmstrips by 196, slides by 73, recordings by 133, pictures
by 60, and maps, charts, and globes by 159. In 96 schools, the
librarians were in sole charge of the audioMvisual program and
assisted in the adm:i.nistration of the program in 101 schools.
Library administered audio-visual holdings and services "t'1ere
more common in First Class Commissioned schools than in those
with Continuous or Certified: Commissions. The libraries most
often providing audio-visual materials and services were in
city schools of 600 or more enrollment, members of the North
Central ASSOCiation, serving grades nine through twelve. The
number of school Ij.braries "1ith audfo-vfsual, materials had
decreased during the previous five years but the number of
librarians 't'lhoordered, housed, and/or scheduled audio-visual
materials for the schools had increased. This ~-1asthought to
be due to the increase in the number of county fil.m libraries
that had been founded during that five-year period.24
. 24· Anna l>1ima·Guill. A Survex of Audio-visual Haterials
and Services in Indiana's School Libraries, 1954"55. Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Indiana University, 1957.
CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The data gathering device for this study was "Section
F, Instructional Materials Services," of the Evaluative
Criteria of the National Study of Secondary School Evaluation.
This section is prefaced with the words:
The best teaching occurs when the student is brought
into effective contact with important ideas and exper-
iences in such a \-18Y that learning results and that the
student will continue to seek further learning on his
own initiative. •••books have long been considered to
be the primary means whereby ideas of enduring impor-
tance are recorded and communicated across the barriers
of space and time; and the libraries have traditionally
accepted the responsibility for making books accessible
and for encouraging their use. In recent years, how-
ever, there have been developed many new and wonderful
devices which, while they cannot and should not replace
books, offer their own unique contribution to the same
ends, namely the recording and communication of ideas.
Many schools have developed separate administrative
organizations to provide the services that are peculiarly
appropriate to these ne\~er media of communication.
Others have developed an integrated administrative unit,
generally called the instructional materials center,
which furnishes all the services usually associated with
the library and, in addition, provides the services
connected with audio-visual materials, radio, and
television •••• The major purpose of the instructional
materials center is to serve the established aims of
the total educational program by (1) providing a rich
variety of materials including books and other printed
materials, recordings, still and motion pictures,
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filmstrips, and other audio-visual materials and re-
sources, for use by teachers and students; (3) making
nvailable fa.cilities, services and equipment necessary
for the selection, organization, and use of instructional
materia.ls; and (4) furnishing facilities for and
assistance in the production of instructional materialsand displays.
This section of the Criteria is applied by means of
checklists and evaluations. The checkl.Lstis consist of pro-
visions, conditions, or characteristics found in good second-
ary schools. Five letters are used to mark the checldists as
follm·]S:
E Provision or condition is made extensively.
S Provision or condition is made to a moderate elttent.
L Provision or condition is very limited or missingbut needed.
t<1 Provision or condition is missing but its need isquestioned.
N Provision or condition is not desirable or doesnot apply.
The evaluations are the best judgm~nts of the respondent,
after considering carefully how well the library is contributing
to the fulfillment of the objectives of the school and the needs
of the students. The ratings used are:
5 Ey.cellent: the proV1s~ons or conditions arc extensive
and are functioning excellently.
4 Very good:
a. T he provisions or conditions are e:lttensive
and are functioning well, or
b. The provisions or conditions are moderately
extensive, but are functioning e~tcellently.
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3. Good: the pr.ovisions or conditions are moderately
extensive and are functioning '('Jell.
2 Fair:u. T he provisions or conditions are moderately
extensive but are functioning poorly, or
b. The provisions or conditions are limited in
c:ttcnt but are functioning well.
1 poor: the provisions or conditions are limited in
e::!~tentand functioning poorly; or they are entirely
miss:i.ngbut needed. .t-t/ Missing: the provisions or conditions are missing
but their need is questioned. This question
might ar.ise in relation to the philosophy and
objectives of the school, the needs of the
students, or because of a d:tfference of opinion
of evaluators.N Does not apply: the provisions or conditions arc
missin,g but (10 not apply, or they are not
desirable for the youth of this school or
community, or they ao not conform to the
school's philosophy and objectives.
The section of the'Criteria "Part 2. Periodicals and
Ne't>1spapers"t..1asomitted, and a list of reference bocks contained
in Hilson t s ptandd:rd Catalog for Hif?,hSchool Libraries and
Basic Book Collection for High School Libraries (ALA) was added
to be chacleed , and a list of magazines t-7iththe notation that
the librarians were to add any other magazines received in
thei.r libraries.
The amended Criteria was then sent to the school
librarians of Franklin, Greensburg, Greenfield, Martinsville,
Rushville, Seymour, nnd Shelbyville. These schools were
selected because they are of comparable size, are members of
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the Horth Central Association of Seconda.ry Schools a.nd Colleges,
and nrc situated geographically in the same section of the
state of Indiana, that is, south and southeast of Indianapolis.
A copy of the Criteria is locate.d in AppendiJl:A.
CHAPTER t»
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Of the seven copies of the Evaluative Criteria sent to
the librarians of the seven schools selected for this study,
all were filled out and returned. 'Not 0.11 of the categories
were cOIIl!?letelyanswe'red, in several instances because the
information needed was not readily available to the librarian
and in some cases because tho librarian did not understand
just wh.atwas wanted, since some sections of the Criteria
are subject to various interpretations.
INSTRUCTIONAL liATERIALS STAFF
Prepa.ration
Six librarians arc profeSSionally trained. The seventh
has a special areas license and is V7orl~ingon her specialized
training~ All have baccalaureate degrees, t'tvOhave master's
degrees, all have successful teaching experience or internship,
advanced professional preparation, and specialized preparat:i.on
in instructional materials procedures w'ith the cmception of
the one 'tl]hois still studying such procedures. See Table I on
page 38.
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TABLE I
THE PROFESSIONAL PREPARATIONS OF THE LIBRARIANS
OF THE SEVEN PARTICIPATING
SCHOOLS
Preearation Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A broad general education equivalent
to the baccalaureate degree
Professional courses in education
equivalent to those required
for teacher certification
Successful teaching experience or
internship
Advanced professional preparation in
fields such as reading guidance,
curriculum development) research,etc. l: x x
Administration of the instructional
materials program
Selecting of printed and audio-
visual materials
Selecting, maintaining, and
operating audio-visual equipment
Organization of instructional materials
including classifying, cataloging,
processing and distributing
Use of reference tools
Use of instructional materials
Production of simple and ineA~ensive
instructional materials
Number of hours of professional
library training
Type of library license
x x x x x X It
x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x
x
x x x x x x It
x x
X It It x x
x x x x x x x
x x x x x X ~t
X X X X X X X
x x x x
30 30 27 24 19 27 24
1* l~ 1 1 ** 1 1
*The first grade certificate in library science requires
24 hours of professional training.
#This librarian has a master's degree and a certificate
as supervisor of instructional materials.
**This librarian has a provisional library certificate.
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The adequacy of preparation of all seven is very good
to e:~ccllent and all arc endeavoring to l~eepin touch 'tolith
cUl:rcnt oevelopments in instructionalmntcrials.
Numeric""ladequacy
In addition to the librarians, four schools are
;!:'cportedas baving an audio-visual coordinator, at least part
time. In four schools the librarians l:eport that there is
little or no need for the services of en additional professional
person at this time. In three, additional personnel are needed.
The greatest need for additional assistance 'Has felt to be
for an adll1t clert~...typist. There is a clerl~...typiot in one
school and one librarian does not need one. Five indicated
a neod and commented that the lack of such assistance accounted
for the Lack of ~mcellence in several pha.ses of the services
of the library. riQstof the clerical \1ort~ devolves upon tho
librarian preventing her from giving professional service to
the extent that she should. No student assistants t-1ere
reported from one school. In others there are 6:om seven to
oil:teen giving from thirty to eighty-fout' hours each 1;·,eelt to
library service.
Three librarinnc commended their schools for baving an
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adequate number of instructional materials personnel. One
commended her school for the adequacy of the adult clerical
assistance, but four made a recommendation for such assistance.
Soc Table II on page 41.
Status
These librarians indicate that they are ~lell satisfied
tqj.ththeir status as faculty members. Additional compensation
for t'7orkduring vacation periods is not given. It io not known
nhother the librarians are l70rl.-:ingduring vacation periods and
felt that they should be compensated, or are not ,~orking at such
tim~s and believed that such 't<1orkis necessary to their libraries
and should be compensated for. Some believed that they arc
not used on curriculum and other committees to as great an
cEmtent as they should be.
Responsibilities
All the librarians felt that their responsibilities for
instructional materials services are curried out excellently.
Services
Services to students seem to be better and more com-
pletely carried out than those to teachers and administrators.
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TABLE II
NUNERICAL ADEQUACY OF STAFF
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL
YlATERIALS
Checkliot Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 ~ 0 i,.,....
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
16 ... 7 12 10 8 14
71 - 35 51 30 34 84
Full~time equivalence of nIl
professional librarians
Fu11Htime equivalence of all
professional A/V personnel
Full"time equivalence of adult
clerical assistants
Number of student assistants
on a volunteer basis
Total number of hours per
t'1eek provided by the volun-
teer student assistants
Evaluations
HOH adequate is the number of
instructional materials
personnel to meet needs?
How adequate is the provision
for adult clerical assistance?
3* 5 5 3 5 3 4
1 5 N 1 111
~"5 Excellent
4 Very good
3 Good
2 Fair
1 Poor or missing but needed
1>1 Missing; need questioned
N Does not apply
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All share with teachers the indexes and published bibliographies
of instructional materials, and assist in selecting printed
and audio-visual materials for classroom planning. All but
one systemically inform teachers of new materials and equip-
ment that have been acquired. The exception felt that the
service given is very good but it might not be considered
systematic. All but one assist in planning for effective
use of instructional materials and equipment. That one felt
thnt although such service is not being given it is needed.
All inform teachers of student interests and needs as observed
in the use of instructional materials. Four felt that this is
done moderately well, three, excellently. Two felt that they
nsoisted teachers in developing reading lists moderately 'tlle1l,
one felt that such service is unnecessary in her library, the
rOnk~ining four do so to a great degree. Two cooperate to a
moderate m~tent. t'tl0 to a great extent, and three not at all,
alt.hough such a service they agree is needed, with teachers
in providing materials for bulletin boards and displays. Only
t'V10 do not provide professional materials, although indicating
that it should be done. Two provide such materials to a
moderate extent and three to a great extent. One furnishes
facilities and assistance in the production of simple and
inexpensive instructional materials to a great extent, one
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moderately, one did not answer, and four felt that this is a
service that is missing but needed in their Gchools. Six
librarians indicated that they order and schedule the use of
instructional materials rented or boxrowed , One librarian
indicated that this service is missing but needed. In five
schools, projectionists, students to operate A/V equipment,
are trained and scheduled. In tv70 this service was deemed
not needed. See Table III, Page 44.
Student services, except in one school, seem to fare
somewhat; better. In five schools II the services are rated
very good or excellent. One librarian rated all services
excellent or very good except; that of training student assis ...
tants educationally and vocationally, which she rated as a
service that is misSing but needed. Twelve student assistants
are used in that library and presumably receive considerable
ti:aining. Perhaps there was a difference of interpretation
of the phrase "educationally and vocationally" among the
librarians. The remaining librarian marked "missing but
needed" all services mentioned in the Criteria axcept; that of
helping to develop desirable attitudes in the care of school
property which she felt is excellent. See Table IV, Page 45.
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TABLE III
LIBP.ARY SERVICES FOR TEACHERS
AND ADMINISTRATORS
::: ::: : Schools
1 2 345 6 7Members of the instructional.materials staff:
Share 't'lithteachers indexes and
printed bibliographies and assist
in selection of materials forclassroom planning E E E ESE E
Systematically inform teachers
of nC,'1 IIUlterialsand equipment
acquireo E E E E ESE
Assist in planning for effective
use of materials and equipment E E EEL E S
Info~sn teachers of studentneeds and interests asobservecl
in use of ~.terials E E E S S S S
Assist teachers in development
of reading lists S NEE E E S
Cooperate 1;o1i'thteachers in pro ...
viding materials for displays
Provide professional materials
E E sst:, L L
E EEL L S S
Provide facilities and assistance
in production of simple andinexpensive instructional materials L E S L L L
Order and schedule use of materials
rented or borrowed E E EEL E E
Train and schedule projectionists
for A/V equipment E E E E NNE
TABLE IV
LIBRARY SERVICES FOR STUDENTS
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Members of the instructional
materials staff: Schools1 2 345 6 7
Cooperate with other members
of staff in acquainting
students tqithproper and
effective use of materials
Guide students in their selection
of books and other materials
in terms of their abilities and
interests
Assist students to devolop
discrimination in reading,
vie~l:i.ngand listening
Provide educational and vocational
experience for students through
an organized student-assistant
program
Help to develop desirable attitudes
in the care of school property
Assist student organizations to
use resources of center in the
promotion of their projects
E* NEE E E S
ENE E E E S
S 1'1 E E E S S
ENE LEE S
E E ESE E E
ENS ESE S
*Checklist symbols: E-"provision is made extensively;
S--provision is made to a moderate extent; L-.provision is
missing but needed; N••provision is missing but its need is
questioned; N-.provision is not desirable or does not apply •.
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The average daily attendance ranges from 100 in one
school to 250 in t~'10 of them. Two reported that this includes
people '('lhoare assigned to the library for study hall. In
only t't110 cases tiaS the study hall problem mentioned and one
of these was looking forward to a solution of this problem, in
part at least, by the addition of several classrooms that are
now under construction.
Three librarians made commendations for the aid given
te~chers and administrators in the effective use of instruc-
tional materials and equipment by the staff" one felt it
limited in extent but functioning ~-1e1l)two reported it very
good, and one, good. Two indicated the 't'1Orl,t.;ithteachers
in selecting materials for use is exce LLenti, two felt the aid
given is very good, and three reported it good. Five indicated
the information given teachers and administrators of the status
of and the need for instructional materials services is
excellent; one marked this item very good, and one good. One
recommended that the staff help in the production of appropriate
instructional materials, one said this help is not needod,
three thought the help now being given is fair, and t~1O thought
it good. One reported the help given students to make effective
use of instructional materials is fair, one that it is good~
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four very good, and one excellent. Three found the cooperation
of students and teachers in the care and maintenance of
instructional materials and equipment good, three very good,
and one indicated such cooperation is excellent. One reported
that it is not necessary in her school for the students to
use the materials and facilities for leisure activities, t~'70
thought they do so to a moderate extent, and four that such
usc is made of materials to a considerable extent. See Table
V~ Page i}S.
ORGAUIZATION M-.1DHANAGEt'1ENT
Financial provisions
Four of the librarians reported that they make a
detailed budget. ~~o do not, but felt that it should be done.
One reported that the administration does not provide her 'tlith
information concerning the amount of money available for
matarj.alo and supplies. She can send orders to the school
office 't\lherethey are considered for purchase, but she has no
idea of how much they will approve and can make no plans for
e}~enditures. The others have a sum of money budgeted for
the instructional materials program, although some commented
that it is not sufficient for a really good program. They may
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TABLE V
SERVICES OFFERED BY THE INSTRUCTIONAL
!4ATERIALS STAFF AND USE OF
MATERIALS BY STUDENTS
Evaluations Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
HO",1 adequately do members of the
instructional materials staff aid
teachers and administrators in the
effective use of materials and
equipment? \ 5 5 5 4b 3b 4 4
How adequately does staff ~'10rkwith
teachers in selecting materials
for use? 5 5 4 3 3 4 3
Hou adequately does staff keep
teachers and administrators
informed of the status and need
for instructional materials
services? 5 5 5 3 5 5 2
HO~i/adequately does the staff
help in the production of
appropriate instructional
materials? 1 3 3 2 M 2 2
How adequately docs staff help
students make effective use of
instructional materials? 5 2 4 l.b 4 4 3
HO\1 cooperative are students and
teachers in the care and
maintenance of instructional
materials and equipment? 5 3 3 3 4 4 4
HO't'1effectively do students use
the materials and facilities for
leisure activities? 4 N 4 3 3 4 4
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spend the allotment as needed any time during the school year.
The school accounting system facilitates the payment of postage,
rental fees, and small purchases in these six cases. Accurate
and current records are kepc in the six libraries showing funds
available, disbursements, encumbrances, balances, and income.
The budgets provide for the purchases of books, periodicals,
newspapers, and pamphlets, and the care, repair, and rebinding
of printed materials, although three indicated that the
libraries need better budgets if they are to provide the
services their schools need. In five schools the budget pro-
vides for the purchase and rental of audio-visual materials
and in four, for the purchase and maintenance of audio-visual
equipment. In the others. money for audio-visual materials
and equipment is budgeted separately. In three schools
professional literature, institutional memberships in pro-
fessional organizations, and professional travel are provided
for in the budget but not to as great an extent as needed. In
tt-lOthis was felt unnecessary and 1n two it was felt missing
but needed. Purchase of supplies and equipment for the
pro~uction of instructional materials is provided for to some
elctent in one school and in another excellently. Tt~o librarians
felt it is not necessary in their schools and three felt it is
missing but needed. See Table VI, Page 50.
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TABLE VI
FINANCIAL PROVISIONS FOR PURCHASE OF MATERIALS
AtIDCARE AND ~~INTENANCE
OF EQUIPMENT
Budgetary provisions Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
The director of the instructional
materials services, after con"
Bulting with members of the
faculty, constructs a detailed
budget
A sum of money is budgeted for the
instructional materials program
Budget allotments for instructional
materials and equipment may be
spent as needed
The school accounting system
facilitates payment of postage,
rental fees, and the disbursement
of funds for small purchases E E E E EEL
Accurate and current records are
leept showing funds available,
disbursements, encumbrances,
balances, and income
The budget provides for:
Purchase of booles , periodicals,
newspapars , and pamphlets
Purchase of A/V materials
Rental of A/V materials and
Purchase and maintenance of
Care, repair~ and rebinding
printed materials
Purchase of professional literature,
memberships, and travel EMS N S L L
Supplies and equipment for production
of instructional materials L H E L S }1 L
E EEL L E L
E E E E S S L
E E E E E E ...
E E E E S E L
E
E
other E
equipment S
of
E E E E S
E E tvI E S
E E M E E
E E M E
..
...
...
... -
EE E E E S -
Evaluations
How adequate are funds for bocks? 3 5
HO,(-1adequate are funds for A/V? 3 5
Ho'('1adequate are funds for equipment? 3 5
To what extent do budgetary procedures
help effective service? 3 5
3 4b 3
3 M 3
333
242
3 3
4 3
3 2
3 3
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T he amount of money spent for printod materials ranged
from $787 to $1373 in 1959, from $647 to $1492 in 1960, and
from $794 to $1760 in 1961. Figures for all three years ,~ere
given for only three schools. No generalizations about the
inoronoo or decrease in appropriations can be rondebecause of
the many diverse factors. In some schools junior and senior
high schools ~'1Creseparated during this period. Money was
spent to buy duplicate copies of books needed in both
divisions, more money '("asspent some years than others to
help build up the collection in one division or the other, tho
division waG made in some schools between the eighth year and
tho ninth, and inotbers bet~~een the ninth and the tenth.
The number of books o'tmed in each library ranges from
3/1075 to 5892. The number of books owne:J in proportion to the
enrollment ranges from four per pupil in the largest school
to 9.8 per pupil in the smalleot. The per pupil e~tpenditurc
ranged from $1.20 in the largest school to $0.17 in the next;
to the smnllost cchool, "'lhichalso cpent the greatest amount.
The librarians '(\loreasked to rate the books in the
library according to the adequacy in each class of tbe Do,\,;oy
Decimal system. See Table XIII, page 53. TheDe ratings 't'1ore
then averaged. Only one librarian found the number of books
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completely adequate and she qualified the rating t"ith the
comment that the number is adequate for tho space available
for them. Three found the number and quality good, and one
fair. Only one school approaches the number of books per
pupil, eleven, recommended by the State of Indiana.25 See
Table VII, page 52.
TABLE VII
RELATIONSHIP OF SIZE AND GRADES SERVED TO
NUMBER OF BOOKS AND AMOUNT SPENT
FOR PRINTED MATERTALS IN 1961
Schools Grades Number Number Amount Books Spent Librarians'En .. of Spent per pcr Adequacyrolled Books Puel1 PUEil Ratins
1 9-12 655 3475 $ 870 5.3 $1.32 32 9....12 1155 5755 1391 4 1.20 53 9-12 530 5199 1096 9.8 2.07 34 9-12 624 4435 794 7.1 1.27 35 10-12 725 3653 1673 5 2.30 2
6 10..12 628 3911 1059 6.2 1.70 37 9....12 555 4165 1760 7.5 3.17 3
Selection of materials equipment
Five of the librarians reported that a process of eval-
uation of the effectiveness of more expensive materials is
25 4dministrative Handboolt,(Ind~anapolis: State of Indiana
Department of Public Instruction, 1961J p.186.
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maintained and applied to the selection of other materials.
One said this is done to a moderate extent and the other
thought that although it is not done, it needs to be. Four
of the seven reported that films and recorded materials are
reviewed before purchase, the other three that it is not
necessary because little material is purchased. ~~O consult
a file of film and television study guides e~~tensively, ~10
to some extent, and three said such a service is not necessary
in their schools. All of the librarians use the ALA Booklist
and Subscription Books Bulletin extensively in choosing
subscription books and sets of books. They also all consider,
~7hen selecting materials, present and potential academic and
recreational interests and needs of students, the range of
intelligence, the present distribution rnd stock of materials,
and use the basic selection tools such Basic Book Collection
for High Schools, the Basic Book Collection for Junior High
Schools, the Standard CataloBfor High School Libraries, ~
Booklist~ Educational Film Guide, Filmstrie Guide, and instruc-
tional materials bibliographies for specific subjects. All
consider to a great extent the educational objectives of the
total curriculum, the informational content of the curriculum,
and inquiry data--the type and content of material called
for--except one who said she considers these factors slightly
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less than she does the others. Four consider to a great
extent the quality of materials in terms of accuracy of
content and approach, attractiveness, and durability. The
others consider such factors to a moderate extent. Only
one is influenced by the availability of similar material
from non ..school sources to any great m:tent. The others are
influenced somewhat , Four are influenced by the evidence of
effectiveness of instructional materials as determined by
teacher evaluations prior to use, one didn't reply to this
statement, and two thought such evidence missing but needed.
Three thought evidence of effectiveness of materials as based
on actual use very useful, thre~ use it to a limited extent,
and one thought such ovidence would be desirable. Six consider
someehae special community needs and interests and one does
not, but thinlts it would be deairable 10 See Table VIII,
page 55.
Two commended the proviaions for the selection of
instructional materials and equipment in terms of the needs
of the educational program. The other five felt that they
are good or very good. Four felt that their teachers are
involved in the selection of materials to a moderately good
extent, two good, and one fair. See Table IX, page 56.
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TABLE VIII
PROVISIONS FOR SELECTION
OF l-IATERIALSAND
EQUIPHENT
Factors receiving consideration SchOO'I.Sin selection of materials 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Evaluation of effectiveness of more expen ...
sive materials maintained and applied E S E L E E SFilmed and recorded materials revie'(~ed
before purchase S S E N N MFilm and television guides consulted N E 11 E S SEquipment selected on basis of
specifications established S E E E E SSubscription books andsats of books se-
lected after consulting ALA Booldist
and SubscriEtion Books Bulletin E E S E E E EPresent and potential academic and re-
creational interests and needs of
students E E E E E ERange of intelligence of students E E E E E ERange of reading ability of students E E E E E EEducational objectives of the total
curriculum E E E E E SInformational content of the curriculum E E E E E SPresent distribution and stock of
lllc"lterials E E E E E EInquiry data-type and content of
material called for E E E E E SDate of circulation or extent of use
of materials E E E S E E SBasic selection tools: Basic Book Collec-
tion~ Standard Catalog, ALA Booklist,
Educational Firm Guide, etc. E E E E E EQuality of materials: accuracy,
attractiveness, durability E S E E S E SAvailability of similar materials
from other sources S S E S S S SEvidence of effectiveness determinedby teacher evaluation S S L L S SEvidence of effectiveness based onactual use E S E L S E SSpecial community needs and interests S S S S L S S
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TABLE IX
LIBRARIAN EVALUATIONS OF PROVISIONS FOR SELECTION
OF INSTRUCTIONAL HATERIALS
AND EQUIPHEHT
Criteria Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
How adequate are provisions for
the selection of instructional
ma~erials and equipment in
terms of needs of the
educational program?
How effectively are teachers
involved in the selection of
matel·ials?
5 4 3 4 4 4 4
4443333
Classifying, cataloging, and processing of materials
Three of the libraries have all instructional materials,
printed and audio-visual, of permanent value, accessioned,
classified, and cataloged centrral.Ly regardless of t<1herethese
matQriD,ls are housed. In four schools very little Q.udio...visual
materials are owned and the departmental materials are not yet
centrally cataloged. As t1ley can find time these librarians
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are \~orking on the central cataloging. The card catalogs are
rated excellent by three, and in need of much ,{'lorkby the other
four. All keep information about acquisition of materials and
maintain an up-to"date shelf-list file. All have periodicals,
pamphlets, and ephemeral materials organized for easy
accessibility and effective use.
Four librarians reported that the extent to which
printed materials are organized for effective use is commen-
dable, two thought it very good, and one good. One felt that
periodicals, pamphlets, and similar materials are not very well
organized due to Lack of Space and facilities. Audio-visual
materials are organized very well in only two libraries. In
tl~O the organiza.tion of these materials is very good. and in
three they are moderately well-orga.nized. These four have
materials scattered among classrooms, audio-visual rooms and
the library. ~'Iuchof it is unclassified and uncataloged. They
recommend that this material be housed in the library if possible
and be centrally catalogerJ. no matter t'1hereit is housed"
Three libraries have accurate and up ...to-date card
catalogs and shelf-list files. The discrepancy batt-leenthis
statement and the previous one may be due to the fact that the
librarians are atill thinking of the card catalog and the shelf-
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list file as being tools primarily for use of printed materials.
Four of the librarians reported that these tools are accurate
and up-to-date to a good or moderately-good extent. See Table
X, page 59.
Accessibility of instructional materials services
All the librarians mal~e materials available for both
students and teachers before the beginning of the daily
program of classes. Materials are available throughout the
day including lunch periods except in two libraries where no
provision is made for supervision while the librarian eats
her lunch so of necessity the library is closed during that
time. All the libraries are open as long as their use warrants,
e:tcept in one case in which the library is open after school
closes in the afternoon only part of the time.
Si~t librarians indicated that their students have
access to the instructional materials during class periods,
and study halls. The remaining one marked this as unnecessary
or undesirable in her school, but did not explain why. All
librarians provide open-shelf facilities and have developed a
flexible and efficient loan system. In five schools audio-
visual equipment is available in sufficient quantity to avoid
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TABLE X
CLASSIFYING, CATALOGING,
AND PROCESSING OF
MATERIALS
Checklist Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
All instructional materials, printed
and audio-visual, or permanent
value are accessioned, classified.
and cataloged centrally, regardless
of where they are housed S E E E S S SInstructional materials are
classified S E E ? S S EA card catalog is maintained, llith
author, title, and subject cards
for each title, l-lherenecessary E E E E S S SInformation about the acquisition of
materials is kept on shelf-list
cards E E E E S E EA shelf-list file is maintained and
kept; up-to-date E E E E E E EAll periodicals, pamphlets, and
ephemeral materials are organized
for easy accessibility and
effective use E E E E E S L
Evaluations
HOTt1 adequately are books organized
for effective use? 5 5 5 4b 3 5 4
HO'tt1 adequately are periodicals;
pamphlets, and similar materials
organized for use? 5 5 5 5 4 4 2Ho'\'1adequately are A/V materials
organized for effective use? 3 3 5 5 3 4 4
HOl<1 accurate and up-to ...date are the
card catalog and shelf-list files? 5 5 4 5 3 4 3
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inconvenience and delay in its use. In t,~oschools this
condition is met moderately t-1ell. T't~oschools have audio-
visual equipment stored in several areas throughout the
building to be available as needed. One felt this is met
only moderately well. Three say it is not necessary in their
schools and one did not answer. All the librarians indicated
the complete accessibility of all instructional materials and
five, the accessibility of audio-visual equipment 't>lhilelvlO
thought this condition met very well or moderately so. See
Table XI, page 61.
Care and maintenance of materials and equipment
In all of these libraries, books and other printed
materials are properly shelved and filed, books and other
printed materials are repaired and rebound according to
accepted library standards. Audio-visual materials are
periodically inspected and repaired in four schools, and to
a moderate extent in two. The seventh did not know 't'1hatthe
situation is in her school in this regard. Periodicals are
reinforced or placed in protective covers by five librarians
although one of these indicated that this was done to a
moderate extent only. The other two felt that this is not
done but should be. Tt.1odid not know \'lhetherrecords of the
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TABLE XI
TrlEACCESSIBILrrY OF THE
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
SERVICES
Checldist Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
T he instructional materials are
available for student and teacher
use before the beginning of the
daily program of classes E E E E E E E
The instructional materials are
available continuously throughout
the day including lunch periods E ESE SEE
The instructional materials are
available as long after the close
of classes as their use l'1arrants E E E E E E E
Students have access to the instruc-
tional materials during class
periods, including study halls ENE E E E E
Open~shelf facilities are provided E E E E E E E
A flexible and efficient loa. system
has been developed E E E E E E E
Audio-visual equipment io available
in sufficient quantity to avoid
delay in its use SEE E E E S
AudioMvisual equipment is stored
in several areas throughout the
building to be available as needed ? E M M* N E S
Evaluations
Hm'1 accessible are instructional
materials? 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Hov7 accessible is audio-visual
equipment? 3 5 5 5 5 5 4
~~ibrarian noted that central location and d'istribution
seems to be more efficient in her building.
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usc of equipment arc maintained, one thought it unnecessary,
one said they are e~tcellently ~lell kepe , and three said it is
done to a moderate extent. Three did not know about the
records on the repair of audio-visual materials and equipment,
three said it is done moderately t-1elland one said such records
are not kept but should be. Equipment is tagged and the serial
numbers recorded well in three libraries, moderatoly well in
tt·1O,and no answexs were given for the other ttvo. ~~o schoolo
have good and three excellent storage facilities that meet the
peculiar conditions, such as those of temperature and humidity
required by certain audio-visual materials and equipmont. The
other tt'10 did not reply. The provisions for care and mainte-
nance of instructional materials t·1erera.ted excellent by one,
very good by four, and good by tt'1o. The provisions for care
end maintenance of audio ...visual equipment t'lcreevaluated as
e::~cellentby two, very good by three, good by one, and none
",'1asgiven by the other one , See Table XII, page 63.
},IATERIALS
Printed materials
Books. The librarians were asked to evaluate the
library's book holdings in each of the Dewey classifications.
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TABLE XII
CARE AND HAINTENANCE OF
l1ATERIALS AND
EQUIPMENT
Checl~iist Schools 1 2 345 6 7
Bool~s and other printed materials are
properly shelved or filed E E E E E E E
Books and other printed lDr:Lterialsare
repaired and rebound according to
accepted library standards E E E E E E E
Periodicals are reinforced or placed
in protective covers E ESE L E L
Audio-visual materials are period-
ically inspected and repaired E E ESE S ?*I:
Records of the use of equipment are
maintained ? SSE N S ?
Records are maintained on the repair
of audio-visual materials and
equipment ? S S S 1 L ?
Equipment is tagged and serial numbers
of equipment are recorded ? ESE E S ?
Storage facilities are available to
meet the peculiar conditions, such
as those of temperature and humidity
required by certain audio-visual
materials and equipment ? ESE E S ?
Evaluations by Librarians
Hot'1adequate are provisions for care and
maintenance of instructional materials '~l~ 3 3 5 4 4.
Ho~g adequate arc provisions for care and
maintenance of audio-visual equipment ? 5 3 4 5 4 4
*Used 1i'1itr1note by some librariano to indicate that they
did not know t'1hatthe situation is since the A/V materials and
equipment are not handled from the library.
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One rated her collection excellent in every classification,
but commented that she was rating it in relation to the space
she has for it. The librarian in the first school rated her
collection good or very good in all classifications. In the
third school reconnnendations were given for improvement in the
collection in philosophy and pure science; in the fourth, in
philosophy, philology, and biography; in the fifth, in general
works, philosophy, useful arts, literature, history, and
travel; in the sixth school, in literature; and in the seventh,
in philosophy, religion, philology, and in fine arts and
recreation. Improvement in general \'1orkswas recommended by
one, in philosophy by four, in religion by one, in philology
by o~o, in pure science by one, in useful arts by one, in
fin.e arts and recreation by one, in literature by one, in
history by one, in travel by one, and in biography by one.
See Table XIII, page 65.
Periodicals and newspapers. In si'l:of the libraries
extensive provision is made for newspapcra and periodicals
'1hich inclUde general coverage of a variety of subjects
pertinent to the educational program. One said such provision
is limited but needed. All provide the abridged Reader's
Guide and have or are building a five-year collection of
magazines indexed in the Guide. Three librarians indicated
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TABLE XIII
LIBRARIAN EVALUATION OF BOOKS Ot-INED
BY HER LIBRARY BY DEWEY
CLASSIFICATION
Hot·]adequate is each major classifi- Schoolcation in relation to need? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
000 General t'lorks 4 5* 4 3 1 4 5100 Philosophy 3 5 2 2 2 4 2200 Religion 4· 5 3 4 3 4 2300 Social sciences 3 5 4 3 If. 3 3400 Philology 4 5 4 2 3 4 2500 Pure science l. 5 2 4 4 3 4600 Useful arts 3 5 3 4 2 4 3700 Fine arts and recrea.tion l. 5 3 4 3 3 2800 Literature 4 5 3 3 1 2 3900 History 4 5 3 3 1 4 4910 Travel 4,· 5 3 3 1 4 492-920 Biography 3 5 4 2 3 3 3F Fiction 3 5 3 4 3 4 3Average 3 5 3 3 2 3 3
~~his librarian marked all categories t'17itha "5" because
the collection is edequata for the space provided for it.
that due to lack of space in the buildings formerly occupied,
a complete file of all Lndexed magazines teas not kept, but
since they are nov in neto1quarters they are t-1orkingto complete
five-year collections. Two libraries meet girl interests and
nee~s and provide for different editorial points of view only
moderately ue1l. Two provide magazines and newspapers that
meet faculty needs only moderately well. One meets boy needs
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and interests only moderately 1:'1ell.Other conditions they
felt they meet excellently. Soe Table XIV, page 66.
TABLE XIV
PERIODICALS AND N~lSPAPERS
TO l,mET VARIOUS NEEDS
AND INTERESTS
Chcctdist Schools 1 2 3 4" 5 6 7
Periodicals and newspapers are provided:
Pertinent to educational program E E E E L E EMeet boy needs and interests E E E E E E SNeet girl needs and interests E S E E E E SMeet faculty needs E S E E E E EReader's Guide is provided E E E E E E EIndexed periodicals are kept for 3-5 yrs. E E E E S S S
Evaluations
HOl-l adequate are periodicals for
student needs? 5 4 5 4 5 5 4
HO"'1 adequate for faculty needs? 5 3 3 3 5 3 4How accessible are they7 5 5 5 4 2 5 5
T he librarians v1ere asked to supply a list of magazines
to 'tlhichthey subscribe. This information mny be found in
Appendil~ C.
A list of fifty-seven reference books or sets recommended
in the standard book selection aids was attached to the Criteria.
The librarians were asked to check the ones that are on their
shelves. One commented that she had a great many more that did
not appear on this list.
Abridged Reader's Guide
Encyclopedia Americana
Encyclopedia Britannica
vlorld Almanac
Statesman' s Yearboo\~
Roget's Thesaurus
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All libraries have these eleven:
Spanish dictionary
Bartlett's Familiar Quotations
Twentieth Century Authors
Atlas-Rand McNally
Merriam-Webster Unabridged
Dictionary
Six libraries have these thirteen in addition:
World Book Encyclopedia
Lincoln Library
Occupational Outlook
Handbook
Emily Post-Etiquette
Latin Dictionary
Handbook of Chemistry and
PhYSics
Bullfinch-Mythology
Benet-Reader's Encyclopedia
"1ebater-Biographical Dictionary
American Authors
British Authors of the 19th
Century
~~entieth Century Authors
Supplement
Five libraries have the follotl1ing:
Compton's Encyclopedia French Dictionary
Information Please Almanac Bre'wer-Dictionary of Phrase
Statistical Abstract and Fable
American Book of Days British Authors before 1800
Vanderbilt-Etiquette Dictionary of American Biography
Webster.Dic~ionary of Dictionary of American History
Synonyn'.,1
Four libraries have the follol-7ing:
Collier's Encyclopedia Van Nostrand-Scientific Dictionary
Kane-Famous First Facts St~venson-Home Book of Quotations
New Cyclopedia of Names Home Book of Verse
D~·.ctionaryof vlork Origins Atlas of American History
Three libraries listed four more, two listed an additional
seven, and one listed one additional. These lists may be found
in Appendix D.
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Vertical-file materials. Vertical~file materials pro-
vide for the various areas of the curriculum and guidance
needs, reflect the local and world scene, and appeal to the
interests and needs of the teachers and students extensively
in three libraries, to a moderate e:ttent in throe, and in
one in a very limited manner uith a recognized need.
Provision is made for keeping vertical-file materials
up-to-date excellently in three libraries, moderately \~el1
in three (in one of these the file is now undergoing reorg ...
anization), and in a very limited way in one. In the last one
a lack of time and help prevent the rapid building of a file
l-1hichwas started two years ago. One librarian uho has excel ..
lent materials l'1ellchosenand kept; up-to-date. has a storage
problem and finds that some material must be kept where it is
not readily accessible. ·One. whose material is limited and
who has difficulty keeping it up-to-date, finds that what she
has is not easily accessible and is now attempting to re-
organize the material on hand and build the collection. The
others have all material easily accessible to both teachers
and students. See Table XV, page 69.
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TABLE XV
ACCESSIBILITY A~m ADEQUACY
OF VERTICAL FILE
l-tATERIALS
.Checltlist Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Vertical-file materials provide for
the various areas of the curriculum
and guidance needs reflect the
local and world scene, and appeal
to the interests and needs of the
teachers arid students S E E L E S S
Provision is made for keepdng
vertical-file materials up-to-date S E E L E S S
Vertical-file materials are readily
accessible E E E S S E E
Evaluations
How adequate is the supply of
vertical-file materials? 3 5 4 2 4 3 3
To ~lhat degree are vertical-file
materials kept up-to-date? 4 5 3 2 4 3 3
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Audio-visual materials
~~o libraries contain little or no audio-visual mater-
ials. These are all housed and cared for by the audio-visual
coordinator. One librarian felt that the audio-visual resources
in her library are excel1entt except for picture setf and models
1'1hichshe failed to eval.uatieat all. HO\'1evershe comments
that almost all audio-visual materials are in the classrooms.
One enumerated some of the materials owned, but failed to
give any evaluations. Three rated motion picture and filmstrip
moderately good or good, one indicated that her school did not
use slides and tape recordings, but should have more discs,
picture sets and models. One did not evaluate slides, disc
recordings, or models, but marked the tape recordings and
picture sets as very good. Disc and tape recordings were
m~rked unnecessary by one~ picture sets and models as very
limited but desirable. See Table XVI. page 71.
PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Quarters
The instructional materials center is located conven-
iently in relation to academic classrooms in three schools,
moderately well located in three and poorly located in one.
It has easy access to the loading and delivery area in three
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TABLE XVI
~nnmER OF TITLES OF AUDIO-VISUAL
l-Ll\TERIALS OWNED
BY SCHOOLS
T}~es of materials IJ-t.. 2 3······l~ 5 6 7'1:*Iio ,.-. ... fit
Motion pictures 155 10 12Filmstrips 786 172 325 350 53Sets of slides 160 4Disc recordings 77 20 48Tape recordings 20 2Picture sets 10Models 2Others
Evaluations of A/V resources
both onned and rented
Motion pictures 4 'fb 5 5 4Filmstrips 4 3 5 4 2Slides 11 5 3 2Disc recordings 1 5 3 1Tape recordings 4 M 1 2Picture sets 4 1 2 1Hodels 1 2 2
i'These librarians uere unable to give any figures.
*1~hese librarians failed to evaluate these resources.
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schools, has moderately easy access in three. and is poorly
located in reference to this area in one. Three libraries
are of excellent size to provide good reading and study
conditions, three are moderately good, and one is too small.
One librarian thought a classroom in connection ~-1iththe
materials center should have been included; the others stated
they have none and doubt its desirability. Six centers are
lighted~ heated, and ventilated to mect acceptable standards;
one is moderately so" Six centers have a very attractive
appearance; one is moderately attractive. Six are acoustically
treated; one is not and the desirability is doubted. Five have
attractive, hygienic, and sound absorbent floor coverings;
one said it is not needed; the other one said that it is missing
but needed. Four librarians reported one or more conference
rooms, easily supervised. for use by students and teachers;
two rate such a room moderately satisfactory; one said it is
missing but needed. Three centers have glass-enclosed offices;
one reported an office moderately satisfactory; ~~o have none
and need them; one has none and doubts the need. All the
libraries have work areas of adequate size; four said they are
excellent; three felt them only moderately good. No library
has a photographic darkroom but only one felt that one is needed.
One has one available dOlm the hall from the library. One
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library has excellent previeu facilities; three have good
facilities; three have none but do need them. No library
has exce'l.Lenefacilities for storage of materials, supplies,
audio-visual equipment, and such other materials as need
storage beb~een periods of use. Five libraries have a
moderate amount of storage room; ~~o need much better storage
areas than they now have. See Table XVII, page 74.
Two librarians stated that the space provisions are
commendable; four 'thought them to be very good; one, good.
The location of the instructional materials center was rated
excellent by two, very good by four, and poor by one. Pro-
visions for workroom and storage space were found excellent
by one, very good by three t good by tt-10t and fair by one.
See Table XVII, page 74.
Furnishings and fixed equipment
One librarian, in the newest of the bUildings, rated
all furnishings excellent. One checked to indicate the
presence of most of these furnishings but did not rate them.
The other five said that adjustable shelVing was excellent.
Of these five, magazine shelving is excellent in two, very
good in t~'o, and missing but needed in one. Ne~'1spaper
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TABLE XVII
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS CENTER
Checldist Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
The instructional materials center islocated well in relation toacademic rooms E E L S S S EThe center has easy access to
L Sloading and delivery area S E E E SThe size of the center is adequate
to provide good reading and study
L S Sconditions E E E SThe center includes a classroom L N M l-f N M NThe center is lighted, heated, and
'Vientilatedto meet acceptable
Estandards for various purposes E E E S E EThe center has attractive appearance E E S E E E EIt is acoustically treated E E ~1 E E E EIt has floor covering attractive,
hygienic, and sound absorbent E N L E E E EIt includes one or more easily
supervised conference rooms E L S E E S EIt includes a glass-enclosed office E L S E E S EIt includes a worl,roolllof adequatesize E E S E E S EIt includes a photographic darkroom ~l L l-1 M N N NIt contains previet.zfacilities L E S S L L SIt contains adequate storage facilities
for materials; supplies, audio-
visual equipment, and such material
as is not immediately needed S L S S L S SEvaluations- HOl-l adequate are the space provisions
4 l. 4 4to meet the needs? 5 3 5
HO~1 satisfactory is the location of
the materials center? 5 4 1 4 4 4 5How adequate are the provisions forworkroom and storage space? 5 2 3 4 4 3 3
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shelving is excellent in three, missing but needed in one,
nnd missing but unnecessary in one. Tables and chairs of
suitable size and height in four are excellent; in one, very
good. Desks and chairs for staff are excellent in three, very
good in one~ and missing but unnecessary in the remaining one.
Four have an excellent charge desk, one a very good one, and
one does not have one and needs it. The dictionary stand is
el:cellent in five and good in one. Five have an excellent
atlas stand; one needs one. Five catalog cases are excellent;
one is good. Four have excellent vertical-file cabinets; one
rated this item good; in one library there is need for such
equipment. Three have excellent bulletin boards and display
area; in three libraries such facilities are missing but
needed. Three have excellent display cases; two do not need
them; one has none and needs it. Four have excellent book
trucks; t\'lOhave none and need one. All have excellent
typewriters. All have stools that are satisfactory or
excellent. One has a satisfactory locker; the others have
none and do not need any. Four have excellent oinks llith hot
and cold running water; one has a good one; one has none and
needs it. Only two of these rates as excellent the cabinets,
cases, shelVing, or racks for storage of materials such as
recordings, large posters, maps, prints, films, filmstrips,
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slides, tapes, and realia; one has good storage facilities;
three reported such storage facilities missing but needed.
Three of the seven said that the furnishings are commendable;
tt<10thought them very good; om good. Sec Table XVIII,
page 77.
Audio-visual equipment and facilities
All the libraries have at least one motion picture
projector, six have 2nx21t slide projectors, and four have
3~ux4" slide projectors. Only five have radios, four have
television sets, all have one or more record players, four
have listening posts, three have disc recorders, and six
have tape recorders. All have opaque projectors, five have
overhead projectors, only ~70 have filmstrip previewers, and
five have wall screens.
All have portable tables for equipment. Three reported
that the number of pieces of equipment is excellent, com-
mending it. One did not rate the number, one said it is
very good" and b~o thought it good. Only one commended the
condition of the equipment; three thought it very good; two,
good, one did not rate it. See Table XIX, page 78.
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TABLE XVIII
RURNISHINGS AND FIXED EQUIPHENT
OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS CENTER
The center is provided v1ith: Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Adjustable shelving E E E E E EMagazine shelving E ~ S E E S LNewspaper shelving E M E E E LTables and chairs of suitable
size and height E l- S E E E EDesks and chairs for staff E l- E H E E SCharge deslt E I- L E E E SDictionary stand E l- S E E E EAtlas stand E I- L E E E ECard catalog caseS E l- S E E E EVertical-file cabinets E l- S E E E EBulletin boards and display area E E E L L LDisplay cases E t-i }1 E L EBook truck E ~ L E E E LStools (sitting and step) E S E E E ELoctr.er E S M N M NSink with hot and cold
running water E l- S E E E LCabinets, cases, shelving or racks
for storage of materials such as
recordings, large posters, maps,
prints. films, filmstrips, slides,
tapes, and realia E l- S E L L L
Evaluation
How adeql1A.telyis the center
furnished and equipped? 5 3 3 5 5 4 4
f This symbol is used to indicate the places 'I;-1herethelibrarians merely put a check mark instead of a letter or number.
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TABLE XIX
AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT
AND FACILITIES
FOR ITS USE
Type of equipment Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Motion picture projectors 1 I- 1 3 4 4 I-Filmstrip 2rtx2·' slide projector ~ 1 3 3 1 j.Filmstrip 3~"x4n slide projector I- 1 1 1 0 0Radio 1 r. 2 1 1 0Televis10n sets .f- 0 0 1 1 1Record players 3 J. 3 1 3 1 1,Listening posts 30 t- O 0 1 0 0Recorders, disc 5 f 0 0 I- 0 0Recorders, tape 30 /. 2 0 2 2 j.Opaque projectors l- I- 1 1 2 1 1Overhead projectors l- f 1 0 1 0 1Filmstrippreviewers 0 t 0 1 0 0 0Wall screens ~ f 4 6 4 2 0Portable tables for equipment 2 I- 3 4 t~ 3 I-
Evaluations
UOt'1 adequate is the audio-visualequipment? 5 3 5 5 4 3How good is the condition of theaUdio-visual equipmont? 3 4 3 5 4 4
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SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS SERVICES
This section of the Criteria asked for comments on the
best and the poorest elements of the instructional materials
services. Only five respondents gave such comments. The
first question asked for the best elements or characteristics
of the instructional materials services. The first librarian
mentioned the adequate. beautiful new quarters, easy access! ...
bility of facilities. and a good quality collection although
the quantity is small. Another commended the well-cataloged
collection, availability of magazines, and an up-to-date and
accurate shelf-list. The third said the vocational materials
are readily available to students; there is a good current
periodical section; no restrictions are placed on the student
use of facilities. The fourth mentioned attractive new
quarters. a gro't-1ing"useful collection of materials, an
attractive brovlsing section "1ith magazines and newspapers
easily accessible. easy chairs and a davenport, an up-to-date
shelf-list, and all materials readily accessible to students
and teachers. The fifth felt that the location of the library
is a strong point and an excellent and large reference
collection especially worthy of mention.
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The second question asked t'1hatservices are most in
need of improvement or in 't'lhatrespects the library is least
adequate. One librarian mentioned the small size of the
collection of both books and audio-visual materials. The
second listed the inadequacy of the book collection, few
back issues of magazines, uncataloged filmstrips and the lack
of cross references in the card catalog. The third stated
that the collection needs 't'leedingt the vertical-file is only
half reorganized, and, due to over-crowded conditions, many
students are assigned to the library for study hall. The
fourth listed lack of clerical help, lack of a special table
for the users of the Reader's Guide, an inadequate workroom
l-Jithouta glass \'1811 between it and the reading room, and
the assignment of pupils to the library for study hall. The
fifth mentioned that the card catalog needs complete revision,
n budget is completely lacking, and the collection needs to
be better bakanced ,
The third question asked for any improvements made
within the last two years. One librarian listed the new
quarters occupied for the first time in September of 1961.
Another stated that file boxes for storage of magazines had
been secured, the card catalog and the shelf-list have been
brought up-to-date, and a new use area for the Reader's Guide
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has been provided. The third mentioned that subject headings
have been added to the card catalog, a vertical-file has been
established, and a magazine file has been started. The fourth
said that a vertical ...file cabinet has been purchased and a file
started, teacher personnel for study hall duty has boen assigned
for additional study periods, and analytics for the short story
collection have been made. The fifth said that books have been
added in, the categories in ~',hicb.the collection \'1asinadequate;
tbat is, in history and science; a budget is nO't-1 under
consideration which 'Hould improve the business management of
the library.
The fourth question asked l~hat itrprovements are planned.
One librarian expects additional tenchor personnel to be
assigned for study hall duty, freeing her to do more library
work. One plans to continue improvement of the card catalog,
to build a community r.esources filo, and to catalog tho audio-
vioual ll".aterialsnot~ in various c'lasarcoms , Another (mpects
a major addition to the building to relieve the library of
assigned study balls so that she can devote all of her time
to providing better library service for both students and
teachers. In another school, plans are being made to increase
the seating capacity of the library and to provide better
storage facilities for the periodicals.
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The fifth question asked what carefully conducted
studies of its own the school has made within the last two
years. There ~'1asjust one reply. In one school, an eval.ua-
tion was completed this spring. The recommendations of that
study are now under consideration.
GENERAL EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL ~~TERIALS SERVICES
One librarian felt that the instructional materials
services, library and audio-visual, accord perfectly with the
philosophy and objectives of her school. Five thought that
t::he:yharmonize very well) and one just fairly well. Four
believed that the services meet the needs of the students
and school community very well, but three rated them only
moderately good. One commended her school for its excellence
in identifying problems in instructional materials services
and seeking their solution. Four believed their schools do
so ve":!rj''7ell,and two rated their schools good in this
respect. See Table XX, Page 83.
If the mean evaluation score of the general evaluation
points is computed, it might be possible to say that the schools
can be arranged in the order of the effectiveness of their
materials center as rated by the librarians. See Table XXI,page 83.
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TABLE XX
LIBRARIANS' GENERAL EVALUATION OF
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
SERVICES
General evaluations Schools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
How well do instructional materials
services accord 't'1iththe philosophy
and objectives of your school? 5 4 4 4 3 4 4Hot~ well do these services meet the
needs of the students? 4 4 3 3 3 4 4To what extent is the school identify-
ing problems in such services and
seeking their solution? 4 5 4 3 4 4 3
Mean evaluation score 4.3 4.3 3.73.3 3.3 4 3.7
TABLE XXI
ARRANGEMENT OF SCHOOLS
BY MEAN EVALUATION
SCORE
Schools Mean Evaluation Score
1
2
6
3
7
4
5
4.3
4.3
4
3.7
3.7
3.3
3.3
It may be observed that all of the schools fall within
.one point. from 3.3 to 4.3, of each other.
CHAPTER V
Su}~~RY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to evaluate seven Indiana
high school libraries of comparable size, to point out their
strengths and weaknesses, and to locate areas in which improve-
ment is needed. The evaluations were made by the librarians
of these schools using "Section F, Instructional Materials
Services," of the Evaluative Criteria of the National Study
of Secondary School Evaluation t:ith the addition of a list of
reference books and one of magazines to be checked. All
seven librarians replied although not completely.
One of the strongest points of these schools is the
professional preparation of the librarians. All have bacca-
laureate degrees with adequate professional preparation in
education and, with the exception of one, first-grade licenses
in library science. The exception has a provisional license
and is studying to earn her first-grade license as soon as
possible. ~~o have the master's degree and two are studying
for that degree. All of them show an awareness of what a good
library program should be.
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Another strong point lies in the quarters that five of
these libraries now occupy in new buildings. Another will be
able to expand and provide additional facilities when the
junior high school is moved into new quarters Soon.
Many weak points in the programs of the libraries were
revealed by this study. The librarians seem to be well aware
of these deficiencies.
The size of the book collection in each of these seven
libraries is inadequate. Three have less than half the number
of books per pupil recommended by the State of Indiana. Four
librarians mentioned that the amount budgeted for the purchase
or rental of printed and audio-visual materials is too low
as compared to the state standards.
The difficulties of providing the kind of library
program that should be available when the librarians have
many non-professional duties to perform are great. Two
mentioned the study halls assigned in the libraries that
seem to be needed because of overcrowded conditions. Five
mentioned the lack of clerical help which constitutes a great
hindrance to achieving the best possible program. Part of the
lack of professional services seem to be revealed by state-
ments of needs such as catalog revision, cataloging of film~
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strips and other audio-visual materials, revision of vertical-
file materials, and lack of cross-references in the card
catalog, all of which demand the librarians' professional
knowkedge ,
The data regarding audio-visual resources and equipment
were not complete. vfuere there is an audio-visual coordinator
in addition to the librarian, the information given was rather
limited because as the librarians indicated, they were replying
from their own l,nowledge and records. HO\'1ever,it seems from
the data that ~'1eresubmitted that the audio-visual programs
in these schools are not very extensive.
The mean evaluation score for all categories in each
school was computed. The schools were arranged in the order
of these scores. For case in comparison, the mean evaluation
scores obtained from the general evaluations were included.
See Table XXII, page 87.
It may be observed that the order is a little different
in the second arrangement than it is in the first. The same
t't~oschools remain in the top position. The difference between
the school at the top and the onc on the bottom is only .8 of
a point in the second arrangement, as contrasted to a difference
of one point in the first arrangement.
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TABLE XXII
CO}~ARISON OF SCHOOLS
BY MEAN EVALUATION
SCORES
School Mean Evaluation Score School Mean Evaluation ScoreObtained from General Obtained from Evalua-Evaluations tions in all Categories
1 4.3 1 4.32 4.3 2 4.26 4 5 4.13 3.7 3 3.727 3J 6 3.74 3.3 4 3.65 3.3 7 3.5
The Evaluative Criteria is difficult to apply and
differences in interpretation make comparison of schools
difficult. It has been suggested by many writers that the
Criteria be revised. Although it is recognized that the most
valuable elements of a school library program are difficult
to measure by any means, the Criteria could be applied with
more uniformity of results if guides were given to define the
type of evidence to be used in making the evaluation.
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APPENDIX A
EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
• t F1960 EDITION
Instructional Materials' Services
-Library andAudio-Visual
GUIDING PRINCIPLES'
The best teaching occurs when the student is
brought· into effective contact with important
ideas and experiences in such a way that learning
results and that the student 'will continue to seek
further: learning .on his, own initiative. Teachers,
parents, peers, and contemporary institutions are
the sources 'of many ideas and much information
for students, but books have long been considered
to be the primary means whereby idea~ of enduring
importance are recorded and-communicated across
the barriers of space and time; and libraries have
traditionally accepted the responsibility for mak-
ing books accessible and for encouraging their
use. In recent years, however, there have been
developed many new and wonderful devices
which, while they cannot and should not replace
books, offertheir own unique contribution to the
same ends, namely the recording arid communi-
cation of ideas. Many schools have developed
separate administrative organizations to provide
the services that are peculiarly appropriate to
these newer media of communication. Others
have developed anintegrated administrative unit,
generally called the instructional materials center,
which furnishes all the services usually associated
with the library, and, in addition, provides the
services, connected with audio-visual materials,
radio, and television. The criteria that follow
are- intended for the evaluation of. the entire
range of instructional materials services, regard-
less of the degree to which their administration
'has been unified. Therefore, the, following terms
have been employed throughout as referring both
to the, library and to. audio-visual materials and
services: '
instructional materials ce1tter~school library
and audio-visualdepartment, " "
.instructional materials staff-librarian and, au-
, die-visual personnel, , ',' , .:',
instructional materials coordinator-librarian'
" and audio-visual director, ',' ,
instructional materials-printed and audio-
, visual. " , I" '" " , :.
The major purpose of the instructional materials
center is to serve the established aims of the total
educational program by (1) providing a rich vari-
ety ,of materials,including', books and other
printed materials, recordings, still and, motion'
pictures, filmstrips, and other audio-visual ma-
terials and resources.Tor use by teachers and stu-
dents as individuals anditi groups; (2) offering
leadership in developing techniques 'for,the use of,
various materials by teachers and students; (3):
making available facilities, services, 'and equip-
ment necessary: for the selection, ' organization,
and use of instructional materials; and (4) furnish-
ing facilities for and assistance in the production
of .Instructional materialsand displays.
Self-evaluation by
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NATIONAL STUDY OF SECONDARY SCHOOL EVALUATION
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Instructions
GENERAL
Members of- school staffs making self-evaluations and
members of visiting committees should understand that a
regular part of the evaluation process consists in modifying
the statements of guiding principles and of checklist and
evaluation items. The purpose of the modifications is to
make the statements consistent with the stated philosophy
and objectives of the school and with the characteristics of
the school and community. Unless it is obvious, the school
should explain the reason for the change and its relation
to the philosophy and objectives and to the needs of the
students. '. .
The two pivotal points of this evaluation are (1) the
school's philosophy and objectives and (2) characteristics
of the school and community. Therefore, Section B, "Phi-
losophy and Objectives," and Section C, "School and
Community," should be kept in mind when the various
features of this section are being checked and evaluated.
Personsmaking evaluations should ask: "How well do the
practices in this school conform to the philosophy and ob-
jectivss 'of the school?" and "How well do they meet the
needs 'of the school and community?" When evaluations
are made, factors such .as size, type, location of school,
financial support available, and state requirements should
not be permitted to justify failure to provide a program
and facilities appropriate to the philosophy and objectives
and to the needs of the school and community. Also, the
twofold nature of the work-evaluation and stimulation
to improvement-should be kept in mind. Careful, dis-
criminating judgment is essential if these purposes are to
be served satisfactorily.
CHECKLISTS (~ee Manual, pp. 3-4, 8)
The checklists consist of provisions, conditions, or char-
acteristics found in good secondary schools. Some may not
be necessary, or even applicable, in every school. If any
important features or procedures are omitted in the printed
materials, they should be added in the appropriate places.
The checklists should accurately and completely portray
the program, facilities, and practices of the school, thus
providing the factual background for the evaluations.
The use of the checklists requires five letters:
E Provision or condition is made extensively.
S Provision or condition is made to a moderate extent.
L Provision or condition is very limited or missing but
needed.
M Provision or condition is missing but, its need is
questioned. This question might arise in relation to
the philosophy and objectives of' the school, the
needs of the students, or because of differences of
opinion of evaluators.
N Provision or condition is not desirable or does not
apply.
When an item contains statements such as "Courses are
required for all students •.. " or "All teachers have the
following qualifications ... '" the .intention is to indicate
the upper limit for those items. It is not implied that the
provision must be present to the full extent stated in order
to use the rating "E."
EVALUATIONS (See Manual, pp. 3-4, 9)
Evaluations are the best judgments of the staff in the
self-evaluation and normally are reviewed by the members
of the visiting committee. These judgments are made after
consideration of such evidence as (1) the local staff mem-
bers' observation and analysis of the work of the school, :
discussions of faculty committees; study of relationshiP~I'
with the community, and (2) the visiting committee's ob-
servations, conferences with students, consultations with
staff members, discussions within the visiting committee.
When one makes a judgment upon what is included i:l
an evaluation item, using the ratings defined below, he
should consider in the light of his whole experience how well
the school is fulfilling its objectives and the needs of the
students.
5.-Excellent: the provisions or conditions are extensive
and are functioning excellently.
4.-Very good:*
a. the provisions or conditions are extensive and
are functioning well, or
b. the provisions or conditions are moderately ex-
tensive but are functioning excellently. I
3.-Good: the provisions or conditions are moderately
extensive and are functioning well. •
2.-Fair:* I
a. the provisions or conditions are moderately ex-
tensive but are functioning poorly, or
b. the provisions or conditions are limited in ex-
tent but are functioning well. I
I.-Poor: the provisions or conditions are limited in
extent and functioning poorly; or they are entirely
missing but needed.
M.-Missing: the provisions or conditions are missing but
their need is questioned. This question might arise in
relation to the philosophy and objectives of the
school, the needs of the students, or because of dif-
ferences of opinion of evaluators. Items marked
"M" do not affect the graphic summary for the ~
school. The visiting committee should discuss in the
written report any evaluations marked "Mil which
the school should consider further. '
N.-Does not apply: the provisions or conditions are miss-
ing but do not apply, or they are not desirable for the,
youth of this school or' community, or they do not I
conform to the school's philosophy and objectives.
COMMENTS (See Manual, p. 9)
The school should enter in the proper spaces anynotes or I
qualifications which will help to explain its responses or
make more complete the description of its practices in the
given area. If space allowed is insufficient, write in the
margins or attach a sheet of paper.
* If, in making the self-evaluation, members of the school staff wish
to indicate which of the alternatives given for evaluations "4" or "2"
applies, they may use "4a" or "4b," and "2a" or "2b."
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I. Instructional Materials Staff (library and Audio-Visual)
A. NUMERICAL ADEQUACY
CHECKLIST
) 1. A staff member with special qualifications for
the work is charged with responsibility for
instructional materials services.
) 2. A professional audio-visual coordinator is
charged with responsibility for audio-visual
services.
.(
( ) 3. Additional qualified personnel are provided as
needed (both in library and audio-visual serv-
ices). Describe: ~ _
( ) 4. Adult clerical assistance is provided.
( ) 5.
( ) 6.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
1. Full-time equivalence of all professional librarians _
2. Full-time equivalence of all professional audio-visual personnel .........•.......... , _
3. Full-time equivalence of adult clerical assistants , '" _
4. Number of student assistants on a volunteer basis _
5. Total number of hours per week provided 'by the volunteer student assistants _
6. Total number of teacher hours per week by teachers who are assigned to instructional materials duty .. _
7. Describe assistance In personnel given by state, county, district, or other agency _
EVAWATIO'NS
( ) a. How adequate is the number of instructional materials person1Zelto meet needs?
( ) b. How adequate is ihe 'provision for adult clerical assistance?
COMMENTS
B. PREPARATION
(For detailed Informationjconsult Section K, "Individual Staff Member.")
CHECKLIST
The members of the professional instructional materials
staff have the following preparation:
(
(
(
(
) 1. A broad general education equivalent to the
baccalaureate degree.
) 2. Professional courses in education equivalent to
those required for teacher certification.
) 3. Successful teaching experience or experience in
an organized internship program; .
) 4. Advanced professional preparation leading to
a knowledge of such fields as reading instruc-
tion, curriculum development, guidance' serv-
ices, mass communication, and research.
Specialized preparation in:
( ) 5. The administration of the instructional ma-
terials program.
( ) 6. The selecting and securing of printed and
audio-visual materials.
( ) 7. The selecting, maintaining, and operating
of audio-visual equipment.
( ) 8. The organization of instructional materials
including classifying, cataloguing, processing,
and distributing.
( ) 9. The use of reference tools.
( ) 10. The use of instructional materials.
( ) 11. Th~ production of simple and inexpensive
instructional materials.
( ) 12.
( ) 13.
EVALUATIONS
( ) a. How adequate is the general preparation of the instructional materials staff?
( ) b. How adequate is the professional preparatio1~of the instructional materials staff? ,
.( ) c. How well do professional staff members keep in touch with current developments in, itlSt;uctiolwl materials?
COMMENTS
C. STATUS
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CHECKLIST
) 1. Instructional materials personnel (librarian, ( ) 5.
audio-visual director, coordinator) have status
consistent with their responsibilities. )) 2. Salaries of the instructional materials staff are 6.
consistent with those of other faculty members.
) 3. Additional compensation is provided for services ) 7.
required during regular vacation periods.
( ) 8.( ) 4. Instructional materials personnel have time
assigned to carryon their specialized duties.
( ) 9.
Provisions for leaves of absence, sick leave, and
retirement apply to the instructional materials
staff members.
The members of the professional staff partici-
pate in faculty meetings.
The members of the professional staff are or.
curriculum and other committees.
EVALUATION
( ) a. II ou! satisfactory is the status of the professional members of the instrztclionalmaterials staJJ?
COMMENTS
D. RESPONSIBILITIES
CHECKLIST
Members of the instructional materials staff:
e ) 1. Exercise leadership in the development of poli- ( ) 10. Contribute to the public relations activities ofcies for the selection and use of instructional the school.
materials. ( 11. Cooperate with community
agencies in in-
( ) 2. Provide cooperative supervision of activities creasing the effectiveness of instructional rna-
of students using the instructional materials terials and services in the community.' .
center. e ) 12. Encourage public support of instructional rna-
e ) 3. Organize all instructional materials for con- terials services.venience, availability, and effective use. ( 13. Participate in the activities of professional
( ) 4. Keep chief school administrators informed of organiza tions.
the needs and services relating to the instrue- ( 14. Contribute to knowledge through research
tional materials program. .. and publication in the instructional materials
( ) 5. Provide prof~ssional services throughout. the )
" field.' .
day. ( 15. Coordinate procurement of instructional rna-
e ) 6. Study the work of the elementary schools as terialsand equipment purchased by iridividu~iwell as that of the secondary school so that .departments. .
effective articulation and coordination in the 16. Encourage teachers to bring classes and small
use of instructional materials in the secondary groups to use instructional materials for study
school curriculum are promoted. and research.
( ) 7. With cooperation of teachers, keep collection ( ) 17. Encourage teachers to order materials, equip:
functional by systematic weeding. .ment, and services far in advance of date 01
( ) 8. Conduct periodic inventories ·of instructional use.
materials wherever located.
( ) 9. Maintain a clearinghouse of information, in- e ) 18.
eluding an up-to-date file, concerning com-
(munity resources for instructional purposes. ) 19.
COMMENTS
EVALUATION
( ) a. II ow effectively do professional staff members carry out their responsibilities for instructional materials scr~icesJ
E. SERVICES
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1. Services for Teachers and Administrators:
CHECKLIST
Members of the instructional materials staff:
) 1. Share with teachers the indexes and published
bibliographies of instructional materials and
assist teachers in selecting printed and audio-
visual materials for classroom planning.
) 2. Systematically inform teachers of new materi-
als and equipment that have been acquired.
) 3. Assist in planning for effective use of instruc-
tional materials and equipment.
) 4. Inform teachers systematically of student
interests and needs as observed in the use of
instructional materials.
( ) 5. Assist teachers in the development of reading
lists.
2. Services for Students:
CHECKLIST
Members of the instructional materials staff:
( ) 1. Cooperate with other members of the instruc-
tional staff in systematically acquainting stu-
dents with the proper and effective use of in-
structional materials.
( ) 2. Guide students in their selection of books and
other instructional materials in terms of their
abilities and interests.
( ) 3. Assist students to develop discrimination in
reading, viewing, andlistening.
( ) 6. Cooperate with teachers in providing materials
and preparing exhibits for bulletin boards
( )
and other displays.
7. Provide professional materials.
( ) 8. Provide facilities and assistance in the produc-
tion of simple and inexpensive instructional
materials.
( ) 9. Order and schedule the use of instructional
materials rented or borrowed.
( ) 10. Train and schedule projectionists for audio-
( )
visual equipment:
11.
( ) 12.
( ) 4. Provide educational and vocational experience
for students through an organized student-
assistant program.
) 5. Help to develop desirable attitudes in the care
of school property.
) 6. Assist student organizations to use resources of
center in the promotion of their projects.
) 7.
) 8.
(
(
(
(
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
1.Average daily attendance (number of students) in the library _
EVALUATIONS
) a. How adequately do members of the instructional materials staff aid teachers and administrators i1t the effective use
of instructional materials and equipment?
( ) b. How adequately do members of the ins~ructio1talmaterials staff work ~lJithteachers in selecting materials for uset
( ) c. How adequately do members of the staff keep teachers and administrators informed. of the status of and the needfor
instructional materials services?
( ) d. How adequately do members of the staff help in the production of appropriate instructional mat6rials?
( ) e. How adequately do members of the instructional materials staff help students mcke effective use of instructional
materials? ' '
( ) f. How cooperative are students' and teachers in the care and maintenance of instrilctional materials and equipment?
( ) g. How effectively do students use the materials and facilities for leisure activities?
COMMENTS
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II. Organization and Management
A. FINANCIAL PROVISIONS
Purchase of materials:
Books ······················ $,---.---
Periodicals .
Newspapers .
Pamphlets ················ .
Motion pictures .
Filmstrips .
Recordings .
Care-repair, rebinding books .
Care-audia-visual materials .
Miscellaneous .
Rental and transportation of materials .
Equipment-purchase .
Equipment-repair .
Professional literature ~ .
Institutional memberships ...........•.....•......
Professional travel. .
. Totals ••...•..... ······•·······•··········•
COMMENTS
The budget provides for:
( ) 6. Purchase of books, periodicals, newspaper:>,
and pamphlets.
( ) 7. Purchase of audio-visual materials.
( ) 8. Rental of motion picture films and other nl1-
terials.
( ) 9. Purchase and maintenance of audio-visual
equipment. .
( ) 10. Care, repair, and rebinding of printed maten-
also
() 11. Purchase of professional literature, instit~-
tional memberships in professional. organ1-
zations, and professional travel.
( ) 12. Purchase of supplies and equipment for the
production of instructional materials.
( ) 13.
( ) 14.
CHECKLIST
( 1. The head (or director) of the instructional ma-
terials services, after consulting with members
of the faculty, constructs a detailed budget.
) 2. A sum of money is budgeted for the instruc-
tional materials program.
) 3. Budget allotments for instructional materials
and equipment may be spent as needed any
time during the school year.
) 4. The school accounting system facilitates the
payment of postage, rental fees,_and the dis-
bursement of funds for small purchases of
materials and services.
) 5. Accurate and current records are .kept show-
ing funds available, disbursement, encum-
brances, balances, and income.
Year
EXPENDITURES
Year
(
(
(
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
1. Enter expenditures for the past three years.
. Year
$------ $,-------
EVALUATIONS
( ) a. How adequate arefunds for the purchase of printed materials?
( ) b. How adequate are funds for the purchase and production of audio-visual materials?
( ) c. How adequate are funds for equipment purchase and repair?
( ) d. To what extent do the budgetary procedures. contribute to effective service?
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B. SELECTION OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
CHECKLlST
) 1. A process of evaluation of the effectiveness of
more expensive materials is maintained and
applied to the selection of other materials.
) 2. Filmed and recorded materials are reviewed
before purchase.
) 3. A file of film and television study guides (teach-
er guides) is consulted.
) 4. Equipment is selected on the basis of estab-
lished mechanical and performance specifica-
tions.
) 5. Subscription books and sets of books are
selected from standard lists after consulting
the ALA Booklist and Subscription Books Bulle-
tin.
The following factors receive consideration in the selec-
tion of instructional materials:
( ) 6. Present and potential academic and recreation-
al interests and needs of students.
( ) 7. Range of intelligence of students.
( ) 8. Range of reading ability of students.
( ) 9. Educational objectives of the total curriculum.
( ) 10. The informational content of the curriculum.
( ) 11. Present distribution and stock of materials.
( ) 12. Inquiry data-types and content of materials
called.for.
(
(
) 13. Data on circulation or the extent of use of
materials of various types.
) 14. Basic selection tools, such as Basic .Book
Collection-for Junior High Schools,·Basic Book
Collection for High Schools, Standard Catalog
for High School Libraries, ALA Booklist, Edu-
cational Film Guide, Filmstrip Guide, and
instructional materials bibliographies for spe-
cific subjects.
) 15. Quality of. materials in terms of accuracy of
content and approach, attractiveness, and
durability.
) 16. Availability of similar or other equivalent ma-
terials from nonschool sources.
) 17. Evidence of the educational effectiveness of
materials as determined by teacher evalua-
tions prior' to use.
) 18. Evidence of effectiveness of instructional ma-
terials as based on actual use.
) 19. Special community interests and needs ..
) 20.
) 21.
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
EVALUATIONS
) a. How adequate are provisions for the selection of instructional materials and equipment in terms of the needs of the
educational program? .
) b. How effectively are teachers involved in the selection of materials?
COMMENTS
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C. CLASSIFYING,' CATALOGUING, AND PROCESSING OF MATERIALS
CHECKLIST
( ) 1. All instructional materials, printed and 'audio-
visual, of permanent value are accessioned,
. classified, and catalogued centrally regardless of
where these materials are housed.
( ) 2. Instructional materials are classified.
( ) 3. A card catalogue is maintained,with author (or
, producer, in the case of audio-visual materials),
title, and subject cards for each. title, where
necessary.
( 4. .Information about the acquisition of materials
is kept in an accession book' or on the shelf-list
card.
( 5. A shelf-list file is maintained and kept up to
date.
e ) 6. All periodicals, pamphlets, and ephemeral ma-
terials are organized for easy accessibility and
effective use.
e ) 7.
( ) 8.
EVA WAT/ons
( ) 'a. IIow adequately are books organized for effective use?
( ) b. IIow adequately are periodicals,pa1nphlets, and similar materials organized for effective use?
( ) c. 1I ow adequately are tl;e audio-visual materials organized for effective use?
( ) d. 1I ow accurate and ttp to date are the card catalogue and shelf-list files?
COMMENTS
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D. ACCESSIBILITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS SERVICES
CHECKLIST
( ) 1. The instructional materials are available for ( ) S. Open-shelf facilities are provided.
student and teacher use before the beginning ( ) 6. A flexible and efficient loan system has been
of the daily program of classes. developed.
( ) 2. The instructional materials are' available con- ) 7. Audio-visual equipment is available in sufficient
tinuously throughout the day including lunch quantity to avoid inconvenience and delay in
periods. 0 its use.
( ) 3. The instructional materials are available as ) 8. Audio-visual equipment is stored in several
long after the close of classes as their use war- areas throughout the building to be available
rants. when needed.
( ) 4. Students have access to the instructional rna- C ) 9.terials during, class periods, including study
halls. C ) 10.
EVALUATIONS
( ) a. II ow accessible are instructional materials?
( ) b. II ow accessible is audio-visual equipment?
COMMENTS
E .. CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
CHECKLIST
( )0 1. Books and other printed materials are properly ( ) 6. Records are maintained on the repair of audio-
shelved or filed. visual materials and equipment.
( ) 2. Books and other printed materials are repaired ( ) 7. Equipment 0is tagged and serial numbers of
and rebound according to accepted library equipment are recorded.
standards. ( ) 8. Storage facilities are available to meet the
( ) 3. Periodicals are reinforced or placed in pro- peculiar conditions, such as those of tempera-
tective covers. ture and humidity, required by certain audio-
( ) 4. Audio-visual materials are periodically in- visual materials and equipment.
spec ted and repaired. ( ) 9.
I ( ) S. Records of the use of equipment are main-
tained. C ) 10.
EVALUATIONS
( ) a. How adequate are provisions for care and maintenance of instructional materials?
( ) b. How adequate are provisions for care and maintenance of audio-visual equipment?
COMMENTS
(
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III. Materials
A. PRINTED MATERIALS
1. Books (Fill in requested numerical data and evaluation):
EVALUATIONS
Number of Titles
II ow adequate is
Classifications Number of
Number of Copyrighted each major classi-
Different Titles Volumes fication in relationwithin Five Years to need?
000 General works ( ) a.
100 Philosophy ( ) b.
200 Religion ( ) c.
300 Social sciences ( ) d.
400 Philology ( ) e.
500 Pure science ( ) f·
600 Useful arts ( ) g.
700 Fine arts, recreation ( ) It.
800 Literature ( ) t. -
900 History ( ) j.
910 Travel ( ) k.
92-920 Biography ( ). 1.
F Fiction ( ) m.
Total XXX
COMMENTS
Instead of Question 8, page 267, please check this
list of magazines and add any others that your library
receives:
Booklist
Library Journal
"1i1son Library BulletinAmerica
American Heritage
American Home
Art in America
Athletic Journal
Atlantic lvfonthl.y
Better Homes and Gardens
Boy's Life
Clearing House
Coed
Consumer Reports
Current
Current History
Farm Journal
Education Digest
Field and Stream
Flying
Good Housekeeping
Harper's
Holiday
Horizon
Hot Rod
House and Garden
Ladies Home Journal
Life
teott
11cCal1's
Others (Please specify)
Mechani:t Illustrated
NEA Journal
N.Y.Times MagazineNation
National Geographic
National Review
Natural History
Net'l Republic
NOt'lsweek
Outdoor Indiana
Outdoor Life
Parents
Popular lrtechanics
Popular Science
Reader's Digest
Saturday Evening Post
Saturday Review
School Arts
Science Digest
Science N~~s Letter
Scientific American
Senior Scholastic
Seventeen
S[<inDiving
Sport
Sports Illustrated
Successful Farming
Time
Todny's Health
u.S.Nel-lS and lvorld Report
Please check this list of reference books:
Abridged Reader's Guide
Reader's Guide
Collier's Encyclopedia
Compton's Encyclopedia
Encyclopedie, t\merLeana
Encyclopedia Britannica
\-lorldBook Encyclcpedia
Famous First Facts
Facts about the Presidents
~1el'1Century Cyclopedia of
Names
Bullfinch's Mythology
Information Please Almanac
World Almanac
Lincoln Library
Statesman's Yearbook
Statistical Abstract
New Dictionary of American
Politics-Smith
Congressional Directory
American Book of Days
Occupational Outloot,
Handbook
College Blue Book
Etiquette-Post
Etiquette-Vanderbilt
Dictionary of Word Origins
l'1ebster'sDictionary of
Synonyms
FO~-1ler's Dictionary of
Modern English
Rodala-Phrase Finder
Rodale ...tvord Finder
Merriam-Webster Unabridged
Dictionary
French Dictionary
Spanish Dictionary
Latin Dictionary
Brc~'1er's Dictionary of Phrase
and Fable
Reader's Encyclopedia
Bartlett's Familiar Quotations
Stevenson's Home Book of
Quotations
Stevenson's llomeBook of Verse
Webster's Biographical
Dictionary
American Authors
British Authors Before 1800
British Authors of the
Nineteenth Century
~~entieth Century Authors
~~entieth Century AuthorsSupplement
Dictionary of American
Biography
Current Biography
Rand McNally ntlas
Historical atlas
Atlas of American History
Webster's Geographical
Dictionary
Langer-Encyclopedia of
to1orldUistory
Dictionary of American History
Hodern Science Dictionary
Van Nostrand's Scientific
Encyclopedia
Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics
Gray's Manual of Botany
Comstocl~-Handbooltof
Naturo Study
2. Periodicals and Newspapers:
CHECKLIST
( ) 1. Periodicals and newspapers are provided which
include general coverage of a variety of sub-
jects pertinent to the educational program.
) 2. Periodicals are provided which are adapted
particularly to adolescent boy interests and
needs.
) 3. Periodicals are provided which are adapted
particularly to adolescent girl interests and
needs.
4. Periodicals and newspapers are provided which
meet faculty needs.
) 5. Periodicals and newspapers are provided which
include different editorial points of view.
) 6. A general periodical index is available (e.g.,
Readers' Guide).
) 7. Periodicals indexed in the Guide are kept for a
period of three to five years and are accessible.
(
(
(
(
(
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( ) 8. Periodicals are provided which emphasize one
or more of the various areas of the curriculum,
reflect the world scene, and appeal to the inter-
ests and needs of the teachers and students.
Check the areas represented:
___ Agriculture.
___ American scene.
___ Arts.
___ Aviation and rocketry.
--_ Book reviews and creative writing.
- __ Business and economics.
___ Dance.
___ Drama and theater.
--- Family and consumer education.
___ Fashion and beauty aids.
___ Geography and travel.
___ Handicrafts.
___ Health and safety.
___ Homemaking.
___ Mathematics.
___ Mechanical arts.
___ 1\1usic.
--_ National and world affairs.
___ Nature study.
___ Occupations.
___ Outdoor life.
__ Photography.
___ Physical education.
___ Radio and television.
___ Religion. .
___ School and club activities.
___ Science.
___ Social problems.
___ Sports.
___ Trade and industry.
___ Vocational education.
___ Other. _
EVALUATIONS
( ) a. How adequate are the periodicals to meet student needs and interests?
( ) b. How adequate are the periodicals to meet faculty needs?
( ) c. How accessible are the files of back numbers of periodicals?
COMMiNTS
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3. Vertical-File Materials:
CHECKLIST
) 1. Vertical-file materials provide for the various
areas of the curriculum and guidance needs,
reflect the local and world scene, and appeal to
the interests and needs of the teachers and stu-
dents.
) 2. Provision is made for keeping vertical-file ma-
terials up to date.
( ) 3. Vertical-file materials are readily accessible.
( ) 4.
( ) S.
EVALUATIONS
( ) a. 11ow adequate is the supply of vertical-file materials?
( ) b. To what degree are vertical-file materials kept up to date?
COMMENTS
Number of Titles Number of Titles
Number of Titles Rented or Borrowed Borrowed from
EVALUATIONS
Owned by or Per- from Outside Sources School System Cen-
How satisfactory are
Type of Material manently Accessibned during the Most
tral Depository the resources in.
to School Recent Year during the Most
audio-visual aids?
Recent Year
Motion pictures
( ) a.
( ) b.
Filmstrips ( ) c.
Slides
Disc recordings
( ) d.
Tape recordings
( ) e.
picture sets
( ) f·
Models
( ) g. ,-
Others (list)
( ) 'h. ..
B. AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
(Checklists are provided in sections II A-E above.)
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IV. Physical' Facilities
A. QUARTERS
CHECKLIST
( ) 1. The instructional materials center is located
conveniently in relation to academic class-
.rooms.
( ) 2. Tlie instructional materials center has easy
access to the loading and delivery area.
.( ) 3. The size of the center is adequate to provide
good reading and study conditions.
( ) 4. The instructional materials center includes a
classroom.
( ) 5. The instructional materials area is lighted,
heated, and ventilated to meet acceptable
standards for the various purposes served.
( 6. The instructional materials center has an at-
tractive appearance.
( ) 7. The instructional materials center is acousti-
cally treated.
( ) 8. The instructional materials center has floor
covering that is attractive, hygienic, and sound
absorbent.
( ) 9. The instructional materials center includes one
or more easily supervised conference rooms for
use by students and teachers.
) 10. The center includes a glass-enclosed office.
) 11. The instructional ma terialscen ter includes a
workroom of adequate size. .
( ) 12. The instructional materials center includes a
photographic darkroom. .
( ) 13. The instructional· materials center' contains
preview facilities for. use· by students and
teachers.
( . ) 14: The instructional materials center includes
adequate storage facilities for materials and
supplies, audio-visual equipment, and such
audio-visual materials as are not immediately
needed by students and teachers.
( ) 15.
( ) 16.
EVALUATIONS
( ) a. II ow adequate are the space provisions to meet needs?
( ) b. II ow satisfactory is the location of instructional materialst
( ) c. II ow adequate are the provisions for workroom and storage space?
COMMENTS
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B. FURNISHINGS AND FIXED EQUIPMENT
. I14. Typewriter. ,
15. Stools (sitting and step). (
16. Locker. r I
17. Sink and hot and cold running wate ~ storage
18. Cabinets, cases, shelving, or racks fOeposters,
of materials, such as recordings. l~!Jes tapes,
maps, prints, films, nlmstrips, s 1 ,
and realia.
CHECKLIST
The instructional materials center is provided with the following:
( ) 1. Adjustable shelving. ( )
( ) 2. Magazine shelving. ( )
( ) 3. Newspaper shelving. ( )
( ) 4. Tables and chairs of suitable size and height. ()
( ) 5. Desks and chairs for staff. ( )
( ) 6. Charging desk.
( ) 7. Dictionary stand.
e ) 8. Atlas stand.
( ) 9. Card catalogue cases.
( ) 10. Vertical-file cabinets.
( ) 11. Bulletin boards and a display area.
( ) -12. Display cases.
( ) 13. One or more trucks for instructional materials
and equipment.
( ) 19.
( ) 20.
EVALUATIONS
( ) a. II ow adequately is the center furnished and equipped?
COMMENTS
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C. AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
CHECKLIST
1. Audio-visual equipment is provided (insert number below):
( ) Motion picture projectors _.
( ) Filmstrip-2 X 2 slide projectors --_.
( ) Filmstrip-3iX4 slide projectors --_.
( ) Radios, AM-FM _.
( ) Television sets _.
( ) Record players:
lspeed_.
3speed_.
4speed_.
(
(
(
(
!
(
) Listening posts with earphones --_.
) Recorders, disc --_.
) Recorders, tape .
) Opaque projectors --_.
) Overhead projectors --_.
) Filmstrip previewers -_.
) Wall screens --_.
) Portable tables on which to rest and
transport equipment --_.
) Others_.
) 2. Equipment for the production of graphic and photographic materials.
) 3.
) 4.
EVALUATIONS
(
(
) a. How adequate is the audio-visual equipment?
) b. How good is the condition oj audio-visual equipment?
COMMENTS
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V. Special Characteristics·of Instructional Materials Services
1. What are the best elements or characteristics of the instructional materials services?
a.
b.
c.
2. In what respects are instructional mate~ials services least adequate or in greatest need of improvement?
a.
b.
c.
3. In what respects have they been improved within the last two years?
a.
h.
c.
4. What improvements are now being made or are definitely planned for the immediate future?,
a.
h.
c.
5. What carefully conducted studies of its own problems in this field has the school made within the last two years or is
it now making?
a.
h.
c.
VI. General Evaluation of Instructional Materials Services
EVALUATIONS
) a. 11ow well do instructional materials services, library and audio-visual, accord with the philosophy and objective!
described in Section B?
( b. 11ow well do instructional materials services, library and audio-visual,' meet the needs of the students and school
community indicated itt Section C?
( ) c. To what extent is the school identifying problems ilt instructional materials services, library and audio-visual, and
seeking their solution?
APPENDIX B
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Schools in Indiana are certified or commissioned by
the Commission on General Education of the Indiana State
Board of Education. To receive a certificate or a connnission
a school shall write to the State Department of Public
Instruction, Inspection Division, and request a copy of the
Annual School Report Blank. This report, properl.y filled
out, constitutes a requ~st for visitation of the school by
the Inspector. The school is then evaluated and a recommen ....
dation is made to the Commission on General Education. This
Commission will then issue to the school which meets the
standards a certificate or commission covering all the work
offered in that school. Tne commission will indicate the
grades included, i.e., 1-12, 7..12, 9-12, 10...12, 7...9, 7-8, or
1-6. The term of the Certificate is one year; of a Continuous
Commission. t~'10years; of a First ....Class Commission, three
years; of a Special First-Class Commission, five years. A
certificate or co~~ission remains in force until the school
is reinspected unless it is revoked for cause.
The type of rating received by tho school is determined
by certain standards set up for each classification. The basic
95
standards for a Certified school include a minimum school year
of thirty-two weeks; a properly licensed principal and teachers;
a librat11; a minimum annunlexpenditure for library materials
of $1.25 per pupil enrolled; a school plant properly cared for;
~10 curricula in high scbool; at lease one year's work in fine
arts; one year in practical arts for both boys and girls; a
lunch program, if there is one, under the control of the
pr.incipal; balf-time for administrative duties for a principal
in a school with 250 or more pupilS.
A Continuous Commissioned school must meet these stand-
ards and, in addition, must have a school year of at least
thirty-four weekS; the principal properly licensed; high school
teaChers with baccalaureate degrees; elementary teachers with
at least seventy ..t"1ohours of professional training; a library
with a teacher in charge who has a license in library science;
three curricula in high school; a minimum annual expenditure
for library materials of $1.50 per pupil enrolled; an adequate
gymnasium and physical education facilities; a guidance program
't>7itha director in charge having at least five hours of
guidance courses; an audio-visual director having at least five
semester hours of audio-visual education courses.
Additional standards for a First-Class Commission
96
include a thirty-ai,: week year; a principal ~~ith the appropriate
license plus forty hours of approved graduate credit; all
teachers with baccalaureate degrees; at least four curricula
offered; art and music taught in all elementary grades and
offered in high school; $2.00 per pupil spent annually for
library materials; all recitation periods fifty-five minutes
in length; a teacher ''litha Provisional Certificate in library
science with at least six additional semester hours or a First-
Grade certificate in library science.
For a Special First-Class Commission. the principal
shall have sixty hours of graduate work and the proper license;
at least 65 per cent of the teachers shall have the master's
degree until July I, 1965 when 70 per cent ~7ill be required
and on July 1, 1970 "hen 75 per cent l'1illbe required; the
minimum school year shall be thirty-eight weeks long; the
annual expenditure for library materials shall be $2.50 per
pupil. Additional criteria shall be used in evaluating the
school for commissioning.
Provisions are made so that a school may meet higher
standards and become commissioned in a higher classification.
The Administrative Handbook. op.cit. Pp67-145.
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Magazines listed by all seven librarians:
\-111sonLibrary Bulletin
Atlantic Monthly
Ladies Home Journal
Life
National Geographic
Net-lsweek
Popular Science
Reader's Digest
11agazines listed six times:
Booklist
Farm Journal
Good Housekeeping
Popular Mechanics
Magazines listed five times:
America
Athletic Journal
Better Homes and Gardens
Education Digest
Field and Stream
Magazines listed four times:
Library Journal
American Heritage
Boy's Life
Clearing House
Consumer Reports
Current History
Saturday Evening Post
Saturday Review
Science Net~sLetter
Seventeen
Time
Todny's Health
u.S.He""s and "Torld Report
Holiday
School Arts
Science Digest
Sport
Flying
Loott
NEA Journal
Parents
Senior Scholastic
Hot Rod
McCall's
Natural History
Scientific American
Sports Illustrated
99
Magazines listed three times:
Coed
New York Times MigazineOutdoor Life
Successful Farming
School Musician
Today's Secretary
Vogue
Magazines listed ~iice:
Arts and Activities Nation
Business Education 1010rld Outdoor Indiana
Educational Screen and A/V Scholastic Coach
Guide Scholastic Editor
Journal of Health, Phys- School Shop
ical Education and Sporting NewsRecreation
Madamoiselle
Mathematics Teacher
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education
Magazines listed once:
American Girl
Americas (Eng.)
Americas (Sp.)
Business t-1eek
Chemistry
Craft HorizonsCurrentDesign _
English JQurnal
Electronic World
Forecast for Home EconomicsHoard's Dairyman
Home Craftsman
Instrumentalist
La Jeunesse
Motor T'!'ends
Mechanix Illustrated
National t.HNews
National Review
Nation's Business
Ne~""Republic
SI(inDiver
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APPEtIDI}C D
REFERENCE BOOKS LISTED
ONCE , Tt~ICE) AND THREE
TIMES
Books listed three times:
College Blue Book
Gray's Hanual of Botany
Historical Atlas
\'lebster's Geog~,..aphical Dictionary
BooltS listed ttvice:
Kane's Facts about the Presidents
Smith' s Ne~.gDictionary of American Politics
Congressional Directory
Fowler's Dictionary of Modern English
Rodnla's Phrase Finder
Modern Science Dictionary
Comstock's Handbook of Nature Study
Langer's Encyclopedia of World History
Bocks listed once:
Rodale's Uord Finder
